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DEDICATION
Dorothy M. (Farwell) French
5/15/20-7/12/11
Dorothy (Dot) Millicent (Farwell) French was passionate about Nelson. She was raised, attended
school, married and reared her family here on the family homestead. She was proud of her family
and town. She believed in giving back and serving her community.
In her lifetime she contributed in many ways including Assistant Librarian and Permanent Library
Trustee of the Olivia Rodham Memorial Library. She was driven to see that a new library was built.
She also served on the Trustee of Trust Funds and Cemetery Board for the Town.
Dot served as a member of the Nelson School Board during the time Nelson became part of the
original AREA agreement that has governed our tuition agreement with Keene for 40 years. As a
parent, she also was a member of the Packersfield Association.
She was a dedicated member of the Nelson Congregational Church and Nelson Ladies Aid where
she held many different offices and served on many committees.
Being a good neighbor was important to her and throughout her life she kept a lookout for anyone






Ray was a World War II Navy veteran serving in the European theater as an aviation machinist mate
first class aboard the USS Albermorel which operated in the Atlantic and Pacific.
A resident of Nelson for the past 65 years, he was very active in community affairs. He served on
the board of Selectmen and was a 65 year member of the Nelson Fire Department serving as Fire
Chief for 15 years.
In his earlier years, he earned his Eagle Scout with three palms. He continued his love for scouting
as a scout master for the Nelson Boy Scout troops. He was a member of the Nelson Congregational
Church, and a member of the Gordon Bissell American Legion Post 4 of Keene.
Ray enjoyed sailing and fishing on Granite Lake. He built the home where he lived on Mclntire.
Ray once spoke at Town Meeting and said he had been a resident for 50 years and has given a lot to
the Town and now he finally feels he is a Townie.
Ray also had a machine shop and worked on many projects from farm equipment to carpentry
anything could be made there. He worked on many projects for Markem and other large companies
for many years.




He was born in Keene, August 18, 1928, the youngest son of William Wallace and Mable Vaughan
Jeffery. He lived nearly his entire life in the Keene area.
He was a graduate of Keene High School, class of 1946, and earned a bachelor's degree in civil
engineering from the University of New Hampshire in 1 954. He worked for the New Hampshire
Department of Transportation as a project engineer for 40 years before retiring in 1 991 . Mr. Jeffery
was a U.S. Navy veteran.
He served the town of Nelson as selectman for 7 years from March 1977 to March 1984 and served
on the Road Equipment Committee.
He was a well-known counter tenor, having sung with the UNH Salamanders, the Cheshiremen, the
Society for the Preservation and Encouragement of Barber Shop Quartet Singing in America
barbershop chorus, "The Old Homestead" (more than 100 consecutive performances), the Heart
Fund show in Marlborough and Keene Lions Club productions of "The Music Man" and "Damn
Yankees."
He was a competitive shooter and a member of the Cheshire County Fish and Game Club and the
NRA. He had a shooting range at his home. He was also active with the Keene Senior Center. He
was an avid reader, a gardener and an accomplished woodworker.
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Town Officers
Selectmen
Michael Blaudschun Resigned Term Expires 2014
Margaret Schillemat Term Expires 2012
Warren Hammack Term Expires 2013
Winston 0. French, Interim Appointment Term Expires 2012
Moderator
Richard P. Church Term Expires 2012
Trustees of the Trust Fund
Edith Notman Term Expires 2014
Peter Brnger Resigned Term Expires 201
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Patricia Jones Term Expires 2013
Thomas Newcomb, Interim Appointment Term Expires 2012
Cemetery Board
Patricia Jones Term Expires 2013
Theresa Upton Term Expires 2012
Judi Lang .' Term Expires 2013
Owen Iselin, Cemetery Sexton... Resigned Appointed by Board
Robert Jones Appointed by Board
Trustees of the Library
Laurie Smith Term Expires 2014
Linda Cates Term Expires 2012
Susan Meehan Term Expires 2013
Max Nunnemaker Term Expires 2013
Carol Raynor Term Expires 2014
Zoning Board of Adjustment
Richard Popovic Term Expires 2014
DonaGirvan Term Expires 2012
MikeGiacomo Term Expires 2012
Karen Hersey Term Expires 2013
Jason Walter Term Expires 2013
Planning Board
David Voymas Term Expires 2012
Troy Tucker Term Expires 2014
Priscilla Williams Term Expires 2013
Hunt Smith Term Expires 2012
Warren Hammack Term Expires 2013
Road Equipment Committee (Also includes Road Agent and Selectmen)
Robert Jones Term Expires 2013
Dennis Dellagreca Term Expired 2014
Brian Pratt (write-in 2 year term) Term Expires 2012
Supervisors of the Checklist
Betsey Church Term Expires 2014
Carol Newcombe Term Expires 2016
Susan Peery Term Expires 2012
Town Clerk and Tax Collector
Theresa M. Upton Term Expires 2013
The Following are elected to a Term of One Year
Emergency Management Officer Richard Lothrup
Auditor Terry Mednick
Treasurer John Shea
The Following are appointed by the Board of Selectmen
Administrative Assistant Edie Drinkwater
Clerk for Planning and Zoning Boards Not Filled
Deputy Tax Collector/Town Clerk Edith Notman
Deputy Treasurer Lisa Sieved
Fire Chief Richard Lothrup
Welfare Officer Margaret Schillemat
Welfare Deputy Edie Drinkwater
Police Chief Richard Pratt
Road Agent Michael Tarr
Assistant Road Agent Nicholas Barrett
Town Archivist Roberta Wingerson
Building Sexton Bob Jones
Conservation Commission
Winston (Bud) French, Chairman Term Expires 2015
Roberta Wingerson Term Expires 2015
Margaret Schillemat Term Expires2014
Marshall Davenson Term Expires 2014
Kathy Schillemat : Term Expires 2013
Anne McBride, Alternate
Lucy Daniels, Alternate
The Following is appointed by the Library Trustees
Librarian Krintine Finnegan
The Following is nominated by the Board of Selectmen and appointed by
The NH Department of Health
Health Officer Edward Schillemat, Jr.
SELECTMEN'S CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in the following reports was taken from
official records and is correct to the best of our knowledge and belief Margaret Schillemat,
Chair; Warren Hammack and Winston O. French, Nelson Board of Selectmen.
AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
No Audit performed for 201
1
TOWN WARRANT
TO THE INHABITANTS of the Town of Nelson, in the County of Cheshire, State of New Hampshire,
qualified to vote in Town affairs: YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED to meet in the Town Hall in said
Nelson on Tuesday, the 13th day of March, 2012, at 1 1 :00 am to act upon the following articles:
Polls will open at 1 1 :00 am and close at 7:00 pm.
Business Meeting will start at 7:00 pm.
ARTICLES OF A GENERAL NATURE
1
.
To choose necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $301,876 to be raised by taxes.
This is to defray Town charges for the year ensuing. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
3-0
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,600 for support of the town
library with all expenses above that amount to be paid directly by income from the Library Memorial
Fund or other sources.. (In 201 1 the total amount raised by taxes was $20,600). The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. 3-0
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,481 for support of social service
agencies which provide assistance to Nelson residents. The agencies chosen to receive funds are:
Home Health Care ($550), Monadnock Family Services ($831), The Keene Community Kitchen, Inc.
($1,500) and Southwestern Community Services ($600). The Selectmen recommend these
appropriations. 3-0 (In 2011, these same agencies received contributions from the town in the
amount of $3478).
5. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $25,000 to be added to the Town Buildings
Capital Reserve Fund. No withdrawals may be made from the fund except by vote of the town.
The selectmen recommend this appropriation. 3-0 (The 201 1 appropriation was $10,000). The fund
balance on 12/31/2011 was $73,1 17.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 to be added to the Milfoil
Prevention and Treatment Expendable Trust Fund. The Conservation Commission approves this
article. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. 3-0 The fund balance as of 12/31/2011 was
$17,372.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $823 used for hazardous waste
collections for 201 2 and 201 3 consisting of 24 collection dates. The Selectmen recommend this
article. 3-0
ARTICLES DEALING WITH SERVICE AND PROTECTION
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $14,500 as subsidy for
ambulance service for the ensuing year, it being understood that residents will still be charged for
individual calls. (The appropriation for 2011 was $10,428.29). Selectmen recommend this article.
3-0
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,338 for the proper expenses of
the Fire Department and Rescue Squad. (The 2011 appropriation was $15,000). Selectmen
recommend this article. 3-0
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for the purpose of fighting
forest fires. This sum to come from reimbursement from the NH State Fire Warden and no amount
will be raised through taxation. The Department of Revenue Administration recommends this method
of accounting so as not to impact the Fire Department's operating budget. The Selectmen
recommend this article. 3-0
1 1
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000 to be added to the
Fire Equipment Capital Reserve Fund, for the purpose of Fire Apparatus for the fire department. No
withdrawals may be made from this Fund except by vote of the Town and upon recommendation of
the Fire Chief. The Selectmen recommend this article. 3-0 The fund balance as of 12/31/201 1 was
Approximately $181,490
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for the proper expenses for
Emergency Management. This article is recommended by the Nelson Emergency Management
Director and by Board of Selectmen. 3-0
1 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $41 ,400 for the proper expenses
of the Police Department. (The appropriation for 201 1 was $37,000). The Selectmen recommend this
article. 3-0
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000 for the purpose of patrols
performed by the Nelson Police Department for the State of NH, Cheshire County, Sheriff's Office
and other authorized municipal entities. This sum to come from offsetting grants and no amount will
be raised through taxation. The Selectmen recommend this article 3-0
1 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 0,000 to be added to the Police
Equipment Capital Reserve Fund. No withdrawals may be made from this fund except by vote of
the Town and with the recommendation of the Police Chief. The selectmen recommend this article.
3-0 The fund balance as of 12/31/11 was Approximately $10,552.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 for the proper expenses
of the Agricultural Commission. The Selectmen recommend this article 3-0
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1200 for maintenance of Head
Stones in the Town's Cemeteries. The total sum to be raised by taxes. The Selectmen recommend
this article 3-0
ARTICLES DEALING WITH ROADS
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $243,150.00 for the purpose of
maintenance of highways and bridges for ensuing year's budget with $37,390.67 anticipated coming
from Highway Block Grant Aid. The rest ($205,759.33) to be raised by taxes. In 201 1 the sum of
($175,816.98) was raised by taxes. The Selectmen Recommend this appropriation 3-0
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to be added to the Road
Equipment Capital Reserve Fund. It is understood that no withdrawals may be made from this fund
for the purchase of road equipment except by vote of the town upon recommendation of the Road
Equipment Committee. The fund balance on 12/31/11 was Approximately $11,706 The Road
Equipment Committee (which includes the Selectmen) recommends this appropriation.
The Selectmen recommend this article 3-0
ARTICLES DEALING WITH PLANNING & ZONING
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $802 for dues to belong to the
Southwest Region Planning Commission. ($731 in 201 1) The Selectmen recommend this article 3-0
21
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,000 to be used to fund a
Condition Assessment with Preservation Guidelines for the Nelson Town Hall and Old School
House. The total cost of this project not to exceed $7,000 with $3,500 being raised by taxes and
$3,500 coming in the form of a matching grant from the New Hampshire Preservation Alliance.
Nelson has been approved for the grant but the money will not be awarded without matching funds
from the town. The Selectmen recommend this article. 3-0
OTHER ARTICLES
WARRANT ARTICLES BY PETITION
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to $1 500 to support the expenses of three
Nelson School students @ $500 each from grades five or six to attend Summer Village 2012 (in
Nelson Village). This money would only be spent for children who actually apply to and attend the
program. The Selectmen do not recommend this article. 3-0
23. To see if the Town will vote to require the Selectmen, and all Town Officers and Employees to
provide to the Auditor, for the purpose of examination and audit required by law, all town financial
records (including digital data in that format) as requested by the Auditor. If direct access to original
documents is required by the Auditor, an appointed time will be scheduled for that access. No
original documents shall be required to leave the town offices. Copies of the documents requested
by the auditor may be provided instead of original documents, provided the auditor agrees. Privacy
and confidentiality laws (RSA 91-A:5) will be adhered to by the Auditor.
24. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to permit Town Residents to use the
Common Room in the Safety Building for meetings and small gatherings; it being understood that
should an emergency arise such that the room is required, Residents scheduled to use the room
would be contacted by the person designated by that group to cancel their meeting or event as would
be necessary. Permission to use the space would use the same policies that are currently in place
for other Town spaces.
25. To see if the Town will vote to require the selectmen to deposit the official records of the town, not
immediately needed in the course of their duties, with the town clerk as required under RSA 41 :58 by
April 1 , 201 2. The town clerk shall have access to the records independently of any other persons
or governing body. Further that the town clerk shall establish procedures that allow reasonable
access for the public at least during the hours the clerk is ordinarily available to the public in the town
office.
26. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Moderator to appoint a Study Committee of not more
than 4 Nelson residents to do the following:
*
Attend all meetings of the board of selectmen.
*
Record the proceedings of those meetings for the purpose of understanding the activities and
associated time requirements of the office
*Recommend efficiencies to the board of selectmen as they may come to the attention of
the committee.
*Report to the Town of Nelson, at the March 2013 Town Meeting, making
recommendations for any changes in administrative staffing or in the number of
members of the board of selectmen, that it believes to be in the best interests of the
Town. The term of the Study Committee will end at the adjournment of the 201 3 Nelson
Town Meeting.
To transact any other business or discuss other warrant proposals as may legally be brought before
the meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this 8th day of February in the year of Our Lord, two thousand and
Twelve
A true copy of the warrant, Attest: The Nelson Board of Selectmen





































TOTAL OF ALL ARTICLES AS PRESENTED
Appropriations Expended Budget
2011 2011 2012 Article #
29,992.00 19,739.55 20,600.00 3
3,478.00 3,476.00 3,481.00 4
10,000.00 10,000.00 25,000.00 5
3,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00 6
685.00 579.42 823.00 7
10,428.00 10,428.28 14,500.00 8
500.00 0.00 500.00 10
25,000.00 25,000.00 25,000.00 11
500.00 0.00 500.00 12
4,000.00 0.00 4,000.00 14
10,000.00 10,000.00 10,000.00 15
500.00 250.00 500.00 16
10,000.00 9,738.96 1,200.00 17
1.00 1.00 20,000.00 19
731.00 731 .00 802.00 20
0.00 0.00 7,000.00 21










278,711.00 257,728.52 301,876.00 2
15,000.00 14,026.63 30,338.00 9
37,000.00 36,140.56 41,400.00 13
219,000.00 240,547.80 243,150.00 18
890,960.00 873,821.72 755,170.00
Summary Budget and Comparison Report
Town Tax Collector Department
Appropriations Expended
4131 • Town Clerk/Tax Collector
4131.1 • Tx Coll./Twn Clk Salary
41 31 .1 a • Deputy TCATC Salary
41 31 .1 • Tx Coll./Twn Clk Salary - Other
Total 4131.1 Tx Coll./Twn Clk Salary








f • Records Expense
g • TC/TC Training / Conferences




n Supplies/Printing - TC










0.00 1,717.18 1 ,500.00
0.00 772.00 1,650.00
0.00 190.71 200.00





4140 • Election, Registration & Vt Sta
4140.1 Advertising/publishing
4140.2 • Ballot Clerk
4140.3 Super/Cklist





Total 4131,40 Town Clerk/Tax Collector Dept 22,000.00 26,009.28 35,750.00
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Summary Budget and Comparison Report
Planning, Zoning, Cemetery
4191 • Planning
4191 .3 Clerk Wages - Planning
4191.5 Legal Expenses-Planning
P550P • Printing/Advertising - Planning
P560P • Dues/Subs/Membership - Planning
P625P Postage - Planning
P670P Books/Periodicals - Planning
P682P Training - Planning
P683P Office Supplies















4192.1 • Clerk Wages - Zoning













4195.1 • Sexton - Cemetery
4195.2 • Sexton - Training
4195.4 • Munsonville











Summary Budget and Comparison Report
Other General Government
4130 • Executive





Total 4130 • Executive
4150 - Financial Administration
341 • Phone
4150.1 • Elections Expense
4150.4 • NH Retirement-Town Portion
4150.A1 • Administrative Salary
4150.1b • Financial Clerk
4150.1s • Executive Administrator
4150.A1 • Salary - Other

















854 Overpayment of Taxes
857 Interest Expense
Total 4150 - Financial Administration
4151 - Archivist's Expenses
4152 • Property Appraisal









































Summary Budget and Comparison Report
Other General Government
4155 • Personnel Benefits
220 • Social Security
230 • Medicare







4194 • Government Buildings





412 • Propane Gas/Oil Heat
4194.2 • Social Security/Medicare
4194.3 • Building Maintenance Upkeep
4194.3a Town Hall
4194.3b • Old Brick School House
4194.3c • Safety Building
4194.3d Munsonville Fire House
4194.3 Building Maintenance - Other
Total 4194.3 Building Maintenance Upkeep
Total 4194 • Government Buildings
4196 • Insurance
260 Workers Compensation
480 • Building Insurance
Total 4196 - Insurance
4316- Street Lighting
4442 - General Assistance
4520 • Old Home Day
4583 • Patriotic Purposes























Part of Fire Department
Part of Tax Collector Department




Summary Budget and Comparison Report
Fire Department
4220 Fire Dept.
F001 Fire Cief Annual Salary
F101 • Alarm Monitoring
F341 Telephone
F559 South Westwern NH Mutual Aid













661.2 • Fire Safety Equipment
661 .3 Office Equip / Software
F663 New Radio Equipment
Total F661 • Equipment
F662 Radio Repair
F682 Training
F683 Forest Fire Reimbursement
F690 Supplies - General
F691 Supplies - Housekeeping
F692 Gasoline
F693 Diesel















Fire Chief salary from the General Operating Budget #4130 Executive
South Western Fire Mutual Aid was formerly a part of the County Tax assessment
This is now handled as a direct annual bill from Mutual Aid
Housekeeping Supplies for the bathrooms had been previously within the Financial Admin budget
This should be split to show Department Cost
The Fire Department has been using the Gasoline from the Police Dept.
Diesel from the Highway Dept
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4210.1a • Police Chief Salary
4210.1b • Police Officers Salary
4210.2 • PD Social Security/Medicare
Total 4210.1 Administration








































4312.1a • Hwy. Road Agent Salary
4312.1c • Hwy. 3rd Operator
4312. 1d • Hwy. Social Security
4312. 1f Health Insurance




































Total 4312.1 Administration 91,358.00 114,267.79 119,950.00
4312.6 • Equipment
A Chain Saw/Chipper 900.00 154.13 1,000.00
B • Generator 1,984.00 755.88 800.00
C • Backhoe 1,500.00 885.98
D Loader 1,200.00 976.73 2,000.00
E Grader 4,000.00 2,381.99 2,000.00
F1 Light Truck #1 1,200.00 1,306.83 1,500.00
F2 • Heavy Dump Truck #3 1,200.00 790.61 1,700.00
F3 • Truck #2 2,508.00 7,561.47 1,700.00
I Tools 1,800.00 1,130.40 1,000.00
J • Parts & Inventory 4,000.00 3,256.92 2,000.00
K Culverts 4,000.00 4,255.37 3,500.00
L Chains 750.00 1,411.99 1,000.00
R Rental Eqpt/Outside Services 6,000.00 4,850.00 20,000.00
S Tractor 1 ,000.00 0.00 700.00
W Plow 8,000.00 2,866.87 1,200.00
X • Rake 500.00
Ya Signs 500.00
Yb • Safety/Storage Equipment 500.00
Yc • Welding Supplies Service 1,000.00 646.33 500.00
Total 4312.6 Equipment 41,042.00 33,231.50 42,100.00
4312.7 • Supplies-Highway
F • Gasoline 600.00
H • Gravel / Paving Materials 24,000.00 36,927.76 27,000.00
N • Diesel 21,600.00 21,379.78 17,000.00
O Sand 18,000.00 18,087.44 20,000.00
P • Salt 17,000.00 10,017.98 12,000.00
T • Calcium Chloride 6,000.00 6,635.55 3,500.00
Total 4312.7 Supplies-Highway 86,600.00 93,048.51 80,100.00
4313 Bridges






This table shows road maintenance equipment owned by the Town and gives you, the tax payer,
some idea of the usage of the Highway equipment, plus today's value and today's replacement cost.
Current Useful Life Current Cost Ideal Life
Equipment Value Remaining to Replace Expectancy
1986 Grader $20,000 1-3 years $280,000 20 Years
(Acquired 1986) Plows, wings snow banks, shim work on pavement, ditch work, grading, cutting ice.
1993 554G Loader $20,000 1-3 years $150,000 15 Years
(Acquired 1994) Loads trucks, moves equipment, cleans ditches, used as a wheel barrow.
1998 1-Ton Light Duty
Dodge Truck $2,500 1-3 years $50,000 10 Years
(Acquired 1998) Hauls brush and trash, pulls road rake, plows snow, used for odd jobs.
2003 8-Yard Medium Duty
Dump Truck $25,000 6 years $150,000 15 Years
(Acquired 2004) Hauls gravel, sand, fill, and hot top. Plows snow, sands roads, used for odd jobs.
2012 16-Yard Heavy duty
Dump Truck $165,000 20 years $165,000 20 Years
(Acquired 201 1) Hauls gravel, sand, fill, and hot top. Plows snow, sands roads, used for odd jobs.
2004 41 0G
Back-Hoe $30,000 8 years $100,000 15 Years
(Acquired 2008) Loads trucks, cleans ditches and culverts, used as a wheel barrow.
John Deere
401 B Tractor $3,000 0-2 years $50,000 20 Years
(Acquired 1991) Mows sides of road, pulls road rake and roller. (Repaired in 2002)
Submitted by
:
Mike Tarr, Road Agent
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TREASURER'S REPORT YEAR ENDING 2011
Primary Working Account
Balance January 1, 2011 $ 763,096.11
Revenue
Tax Collector $ 1,910,825.97
Town Clerk $ 105,455.96
NH Room and Meals 2011 $ 32,545.71
NH Room and Meals 2010 $ 32,551.23
Other Grants $ 47,951.70
Selectmen's Office $ 10,413.90
NHPDIP trust Fund $ 50,000.00
Interest $ 667.53 $ 2,190,412.00
Available Funds $ 2,953,508.11
Expense
Selectmen Checks
School District $ 1,537,939.00
Paccar ( Highway Truck) $ 50,000.00
NHDIP (Warrant Transfers) $ 48,001.00
Payroll & Bills $ 737,515.98 $ 2,373,455.98




Fire & Rescue $ 8,025.90
Money Market $ 2,597.58
Old Home Day $ 105.55
PDIP $ 27,617.36
Police $ 2,092.36
Silver Lake $ 189,980.81
Submitted by John Shea, Treasurer
"
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Summary of Inventory Valuation 2011 (MS-1)
Town of Nelson Valuation
Land - Residential $ 62,311,861.00
Land - Current Use $ 839,260.00
Land - Conservation Easement $ 53,396.00
Total Taxable Land $ 63,204,517.00
Tax Exempt and Non Taxable Land $ 9,842,000.00
Residential buildings $ 51,581,236.00
Manufactured Housing/Commercial/Industrial $ 380,200.00
Total Taxable Buildings $ 51,961,436.00
Tax Exempt & Non Taxable Buildings $ 3,092,964.00
Total Before Exemptions $ 117,571,153.00
Less Exemptions RSA 72:39 a&b $ 262,800.00
Net Valuation for Tax Computation $ 117,308,533.00
Granite Lake Village District
Land - Residential $ 9,889,986.00
Land - Current Use $ 1,379.00
Buildings $ 6,240,200.00
Total Before Exemptions $ 16,131,565.00
Less Exemptions RSA 72:39 a&b $ 57,500.00
Net Valuation for Tax Computation $ 16,074,065.00
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Report of the Selectmen
201 1 was a very busy year. We have had some personnel changes in our offices over the last year.
Edie Drinkwater has come in as our new Town Administrative Assistant, Anita Treloar as our
Financial Assistant and Bob Jones as our new Town Sexton. Please join us in welcoming all of them
to their positions with the Town of Nelson.
The Town of Nelson Personnel Policy and Procedure Manual has also been updated to reflect all
the current changes to the laws, both Federal and State as they pertain to the Town of Nelson. This
was quite an endeavor for which we were grateful to have had the assistance of our Town Counsel
and the Local Government Center.
The Selectmen once again commissioned the Town Buildings Committee (formerly Town Hall
Renovation Committee). They held an open house on two separate days for the residents to come
and view the existing structures/buildings in the village and their present condition(s). The committee
has received a grant that will be placed in the Town Report as a warrant article asking for matching
funds so that the grant monies may be awarded to fund a Condition Assessment with the
Preservation Guidelines for the Nelson Town Hall and Old School House. We want to give special
thanks to the Town Buildings Committee for all their hard work and dedication to this project.
The Department of Labor came to the Town of Nelson this past year and did a Safety Summary
Report on all Town owned property and buildings. Their recommendations for corrections are being
addressed by the Select Board, the Fire Chief, Police Chief and Town Sexton. The Local
Government Center, who carries the Towns insurance, also did a safety audit of the Towns
Buildings. This report can be found on the Town of Nelson website.
Mike Blaudschun had to unexpectedly resign from his position on the Town of Nelson Select Board
prior to the end of his term. We thank Mike for his years of dedicated service to the community.
Winston 0. French was appointed and sworn in as his replacement until the next election.
The Town Library as well as the connector had a new roof installed. This was something that needed
to be done as the roof had many shingles that were off and others that were disintegrating in place.
There has been a new 2012 Peterbilt 16 yard Heavy Duty Dump Truck purchased for the Town
Highway Department. Two of the older trucks were traded in and the revenues received from them
was used to help pay for the purchase of the new truck.
Our computer systems have all been upgraded to meet the ever changing technological advances
that have been made to date.
The stone pillars at the main entrance to the Town of Nelson cemetery were restored.
Respectfully submitted,
The Town of Nelson Select Board
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TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR REPORT TO THE TOWN, 2011
The town office is always very busy at the beginning of each calendar year, preparing reports
for the previous year, getting ready for annual town meeting, collecting taxes, performing tax
liening and deeding as required by law, registering cars and licensing dogs, and performing
other less frequent but important town clerk and tax collector responsibilities. However, as
activity in the office quieted, it was a good time to renew old projects.
In July, the Municipal Records Board came alive once more. The Board of Selectmen authorized
this committee in Nelson, which is enabled under RSA 33-A, back in 2006. After a brief flurry at
that time, the board had remained inactive. The RSA is very specific as to the composition of
the board, and outlines specifically what and how long town records must be maintained.
However, before beginning the work the board is charged with by law, it was necessary to
provide a reasonable work space. As clerk, I cannot express my appreciation loudly enough for
the entire board ! The board has worked tirelessly for a minimum of two hours each week since
July, cleaning out the storage area in the upstairs of the brick schoolhouse to ensure that we
have available all of the boxes of records stored there, creating clean storage files where
organized town records can be stored, and creating a reasonable work space where the board
can work. It was difficult and extremely dirty work cleaning up after so many, many years of
neglect.
Presently the board has shifted its focus in an effort to prevent a further accumulation of so
much unnecessary clutter. The board is working on a letter to all town officers, boards, and
committees, with an introduction to the process of sorting records at the board or committee
level. This will ensure that only those records which require permanent storage or records
clearly marked with a future date of destruction will be stored in the records storage area.
Because of the many, many boxes filled with records and paperwork still to be sifted through,
this process is a long term commitment if it is to be accomplished. There is a monumental
amount of work to complete. The town is extremely fortunate to have Dave Birchenough,
Susan Hansel, and Edith Notman and John Shea willing to work on this project. They are to be
commended for the work they have done already. The town is very fortunate to have such
loyal and dedicated volunteers with the qualifications each brings to the board. Their expertise
and perseverance are critical to the success of this process. Thank you very much.
I cannot end without my annual Thank You to Edith Notman, Deputy Extraordinaire. Edith is a
joy to work with, and the office continues to benefit by her presence. And finally, thank you for
allowing me to work for you for another year.
Sincerely,
Teri Upton, Town Clerk/Tax Collector
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT




Taxes Committed to Collector
Property Tax $2,400,860
Land Use Change Tax $0
Yield Tax $6,068






Land Use Change Tax $0
Yield Tax $4,643
Interest, Fees, and Penalties $2,181
Abatements of Property Taxes & Interest $0
Uncollected taxes as of 1 2/31/1
1






Uncollected Taxes December 31, 2010
Property Tax $186,064
Yield Tax $2,124
Property Tax committed in 201
1
$0
Land Use Change Tax committed in 201
1
$0
Yield Tax committed in 2010 $90






Land Use Change Tax $0
Yield Tax $2,012
Interest, Fees, & Costs collected $7,841
Conversion to Lien - $74,892
Abatements $5,724
Overpayments refunded $22
Uncollected Taxes December 31 , 2010
Yield Tax $202
Total Credits $196,140
All figures to nearest dollar
Theresa M. Upton, Tax Collector
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SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
Period January 1, 2011 through December 31, 2011
Debit
Lew of: 2010 2009 2008+
Unredeemed Tax Liens as of 12/31/10 $0 $59,413 $25,052
New Tax Liens in 2011 $79,804 $0 $0
Interest and Costs collected in 2010 $1,340 $3,848 $7,012
Total Debits $81,144 $63,260 $32,063
Redeemed Tax Liens in 201
1
$20,907 $18,109 $18,926
Interest & Costs Collected in 201
1
$1,340 $3,848 $7,012
Liens Deeded to Town $0 $0 $0
Abatements of Unredeemed Liens $1,168 $3,806 $3,603
Unredeemed Tax Liens as of 12/31/11 $57,730 $37,498 $2,523
Total Credits $81,144 $63,260 $32,063





JANUARY 1, 2011 TO DECEMBER 31, 2011
TRANSACTION NUMBER RECEIPTS
Vehicle Registrations 1064 $97,679.00
Titles 143 $302.00
Municipal Agent Fees 1019 $2,640.00
Boat Fees 24 $381.76
Dog licenses 157 $1,061.00
Dog licensing penalties 15 $47.00
Dog Fines $0.00
Marriage licenses 7 $330.00
Research/copy Vital Records 16 $230.00
UCC statements 13 $195.00
Misc:copies, fax, filing fees 6 $50.20
Rabies Clinic 1 $470.00
Sale of Cemetery Lots 5 $1,950.00
Misc. sales of items 1 $120.00
Total 2471 $105,455.96
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NELSON TOWN MEETING MINUTES - MARCH 8, 2011
ARTICLES OF A GENERAL NATURE
March 8, 2011 was a clear, sunny day with just a hint of Spring. Voting at the polls was steady and
constant, but not heavy. A total of 152 voters, or 27% of registered voters, cast their ballots. The results of
the voting are shown below. The polls closed just at 7 p.m., and the Moderator, Richard Church, called the
meeting to order just after 7. A quick count of the number of people present showed that the hall was filled
to capacity, with additional townspeople crowded into the hallway. Our Moderator made the decision to
remain in the Town Hall and not move to an alternate location such as the Nelson Congregational Church
or to the fire station. The meeting began with a Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag led by Eagle Scouts who
were present in the hall.
1. To choose necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
The election results are as follows:
Selectman Michael Blaudschun
Trustee of Trust Fund Edith Notman
Trustees of the Library Carol Raynor
Laurie Redfem-Smith
Zoning Board of Adjustment Richard Popovic
Planning Board Troy Tucker
Road Equipment Committee Dennis Dellagreca
Treasurer John Shea (by write-in vote)
Auditor Terry Mednick
Emergency Management Officer Richard Lothrop
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) (gross
budget) for the Town Buildings Renovation project which includes the renovation of the Town Hall/Library
and the Old Brick Schoolhouse (the Town Office Building), and to authorize the issuance of not more than
$750,000 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33) and to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of
interest thereon; further, to authorize the withdrawal of $200,000 from the Town's General Fund; and
further, to authorize the withdrawal of $50,000 from the Town Buildings Capital Reserve Fund created for
this purpose. This will be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7,VI and will not lapse until the
renovations are completed or by December 31 , 2012, whichever is sooner. The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. 3-0
(2/3 ballot vote required)
The article was accepted as read. First to speak on this article was Mr. Jack Bradshaw, Chair of the Town
Buildings Renovation Committee. (Other members of the committee are Selectman Warren Hammack,
Ms. Lisa Sieverts, Mr. Bud French, and Mr. Tom Buttrick.) Mr. Bradshaw stated that the committee had
been charged by the Selectmen to take a thorough look, first at the Town Hall and next at the Old Brick
Schoolhouse, to verify structural and functional problems, and then to develop a plan to solve those
problems. Mr. Bradshaw described in great detail the process that the committee had followed,
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emphasizing that the character and historic value of the buildings, especially the Old Brick Schoolhouse,
had been considered a joint priority along with the need to adapt the buildings for present and future uses.
The committee had chosen to present the project as a whole, without breaking it down into smaller chunks
to be funded and handled separately. They did so for several reasons: the recent sale of a piece of property
owned by the town gives the town access to $250,000 which will not have to be raised by taxes; local
contractors are anxious for work, and bidding should therefore be unusually competitive; interest rates are
at an all-time low, and it is not likely they will remain so into the future; Mr. Bradshaw has spoken with
several interested donors who will be ready to commit real dollars to this project once it has been approved;
and the resulting usability of the renovated area along with the additional space will be greatly enhanced by
the completion of the project as a single unit.
Mr. Bradshaw explained that the initially the project had included a large function room and storage space
beneath the existing Town Hall. The Town Hall floor, sills, carrying beams and support structures were to
be replaced and repaired as needed. A new connector building between the Town Hall and the Old Brick
Schoolhouse would add additional space and house an elevator to provide handicapped accessibility to the
building, which is presently lacking. However, shortly into the project, the committee learned that the water
table beneath the Town Hall and Schoolhouse was a maximum of three feet below the ground, so this plan
had to be scrapped.
The committee began again and developed the project as presented, which still ensures the structural
stability of the town buildings, offers additional storage room and facilities, and retains as much as possible
of the historic integrity of the buildings. In the Old Brick Schoolhouse the existing staircase, which does not
comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act, would be removed and an elevator installed. A new
staircase would be built opposite the location of the existing staircase, and new bathroom facilities installed.
This is the only real change proposed to the original structure of the Old Brick Schoolhouse. The concert
ceiling on the second floor of the Schoolhouse would be restored and the area made accessible to the
general public once again. Mr.Buttrick addressed the issue of what effect the bond will have on an
individual's taxes. He stated that the expected tax increase for each $100,000 of assessed value will be
approximately $70 and would decline annually as the amount of the bond was reduced.
Once discussion began, the questions and statements became lively. Select Board Chair Michael
Blaudschun responded to questions about the Selectmen's charge to the committee and confirmed Mr.
Bradshaw's statement. Most of the comments focused on the cost and scope of the project, as well as the
fact that only a single plan had been offered and there were no options for breaking the project down into
stages, Also, numerous voters were concerned that no schematic had been handed out for review at the
meeting. Mr. Bradshaw presented the large scale plan which had been used to explain the project at the
two open hearings held before Town Meeting. In response to questions about why a new furnace was to
be included, since the Town Hall furnace is not that old, Mr. Buttrick said that bringing all heating up to the
same level of efficiency would be less expensive because of economies of scale. He also said that the new
insulation included in the project should lower heating costs substantially. This did not seem to satisfy those
voters who were unhappy with the plan itself.
In response to statements of concern about the failure to plan for additional space in the Town Hall itself,
especially for Town Meeting, Mr. Bradshaw responded that there would be space available in the Old Brick
Schoolhouse which could serve as an overflow area, connected electronically to the ongoing meeting and
enabling those in the Schoolhouse to participate actively. Mr. EthanTolman stated that his experience with
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this kind of set-up has been poor, and that personal contact is far preferable to electronic technology.
Ultimately Ms. Bert Wingerson proposed to amend this article "To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of up to $100,000. For Stage 1 of the Town Buildings Renovation project which
includes the renovation of the structural support of the Town Hall and a study to determine the repairs
needed and costs to stabilize the Old Brick Schoolhouse (the Town Office Building) and to authorize the
selectmen to withdraw up to $100,000.from the Town's General Fund for this purpose." The amendment
was seconded. After discussion of what might be done at this level of funding, and whether it would be
enough to repair the floor, the amendment was defeated 82 to 44 by written ballot. Additional discussion of
the bond issue ensued before the call for a vote. The bond issue failed on a written vote of 98 to 27.
Because the time was now 9:35p.m. some voters suggested recessing the meeting to another date. Mr.
Church clarified for the meeting that by law when voting on a bond issue the polls must remain open for a
period of one hour. Expressions of dissatisfaction continued, but Mr. Church insisted that it would be better
to continue the meeting, at least while the polls remained open, which they did for just over one hour.
Next, Mr. David Birchenough moved to take up the last warrant article, "To transact any other business or
discuss other warrant proposals as may be brought before the meeting." so that we might discuss the
implications of the financial inaccuracies of certain sections of the 2010 Annual Report. Once again Mr.
Church explained the procedural issue at hand. The Town Meeting voted in the affirmative by voice vote to
bring the article forward at this time for discussion. Mr. Birchenough then offered a motion that "We find
unacceptable the Selectmen's Certificate found on page 3 of the Town Report, which states that all town
reports are correct". The motion was seconded. He then explained many of the errors he had detected
throughout the Report, and further stated that although the Selectmen had made available at Town Meeting
revised figures of some of the reports, there were still errors, as well as mismatched figures, in those
corrected reports. Mr. Terry Mednick added that no balance sheet had been included in the report as
required by law. It had been presented also as a handout at the meeting. Mr. Church emphasized that the
meeting might vote to express a sentiment to the Selectmen, but that there would be no legal action taken
as a result of this vote. By voice vote, the meeting passed the motion to find unacceptable the
Selectmen's Certificate in the 2010 Town Report.
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $278,71 1 to be raised by taxes. This is to
defray Town charges for the year ensuing. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. 3-0
The article was moved and seconded as read. Discussion began and once again, the issue of confidence
in the accuracy of the figures included in this article was brought up. Discrepancies were pointed out and
discomfort at the prospect of appropriating funds based on inaccurate estimates was expressed. A motion
to non-fund the article was discussed, and Mr. Church explained the difficulties inherent in such a motion.
A number of voters then suggested recessing the meeting to a date when the figures could be presented
correctly. There were also vehement protests at the prospect of continuing to discuss and vote on
expenditures when the town really had no idea of its present financial position.
A question arose also about the Auditor's Certificate, which vouched for the accuracy of the financial
records as presented. At this time Mr. Church requested permission for Ms. Tamar Roberts to speak. Ms.
Roberts heads the outside auditing team from Roberts, Green & Drolet, PLLC, the firm that conducted an
audit of the 2010 town books. The town voted to allow Ms. Roberts to speak. Ms. Roberts said that the
statement on page 13 of the town report, "Audit in Progress", is correct: they are still waiting for information
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before completing their audit. The statement on page 3 of the town report that they have completed the
audit is not correct. Ms. Roberts stated that as soon as their audit has been completed, it will be available
at the Town Office for all to review. The outcry on this issue continued for some time, until it was finally
made clear that the problem with the financial reports concerned only the 2010 fiscal year. We are in 201 1
,
and the funds raised at our town and school district meetings this year will be handled separately by the
state's Department of Revenue Administration when our tax rate is calculated for this year. Therefore, we
could continue to conduct our meeting and our votes will be legal and binding. An informal poll of those
present showed that about half the number present were uncomfortable continuing based on untrustworthy
numbers. Mr. Church reported to the meeting that the Selectmen assured him that the numbers were
pretty good and that they were not likely to improve after a recess. Mr. Church stated that he would
proceed with discussion of Article 3 unless I heard a motion to recess. Hearing no motion, Mr. Church
stated that the meeting will continue on this date, at this time. Article 3 as presented was passed by voice
vote.
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $29,992 for support of the town library.
(In 2010 the appropriation was $30,150.)
$20,600 to be raised by taxes
$ 9,392 income from library memorial fund and other sources.
Article moved and seconded as read. Mr. Birchenough again questioned the accuracy of this appropriation.
With assurance that the figures are correct, the article was passed unanimously by voice vote.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,478 for support of social service
agencies which provide assistance to Nelson residents. The agencies chosen to receive funds are: Home
Health Care ($550), Monadnock Family Services ($828), The Keene Community Kitchen, Inc. ($1,500) and
Southwestern Community Services ($600). The Selectmen recommend these appropriations. 3-0 (In 2010,
these same agencies received contributions from the town in the amount of $3478.)
The article was moved and seconded as read. There was no discussion and the article passed
unanimously by voice vote.
6. To see if the town will appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be added to the Town Buildings Capital
Reserve Fund. No withdrawals may be made from the fund except by vote of the town. The fund balance
on 12/31/2010 was $63,066.74. The Selectmen recommend this article. 3-0
The article was moved and seconded as presented, and with no discussion was passed unanimously by
voice vote.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $37,434 to cover the cost of a town wide
revaluation and not to exceed this amount. This sum to be raised by taxes. The Selectmen recommend this
article. 3-0
The article was moved and seconded as read. Mr. Dennis Dellagreca asked what this assessment entailed
and how the revaluation would be accomplished. The Selectmen explained the difference between a whole
town assessment and a rotating properties assessment and informed the meeting that Cross Country
Appraisals had begun the re-assessment, which is required every five years by state law, last year.
$22,000 was spent last year but was not raised for expenditure last year. Once again questions were
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raised about the town's financial status. A voice vote on this article was inconclusive, but a standing vote
approved the article, 63 to 30.
Once the polls closed just after 10:30p.m.and the vote on Article 2 was announced, Mr. David Birchenough
made a motion that we "restrict reconsideration of Article 2 under the provisions of RSA 40:10". This
motion was seconded and passed by voice vote.
8. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $8,750 to tear down the two main pillars at the
main entrance of the cemetery. Remove the old pillars. Pour a cement footing. Rebuild the pillars as they
were built, the same size and same detail on the top for the sum of $6,350. The cost to rebuild the smaller
pillars is $2,400.
The article was moved and seconded as read. Ms. Trisha Jones, Cemetery Board Chair, made a motion to
increase the amount to be raised to $10,000. Ms. Jones explained the reasons for the requested increase,
and described how the additional funds will be used. With little discussion the motion was passed by voice
vote, and the article as amended was passed by voice vote.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 to be added to the Milfoil
Prevention and Treatment Expendable Trust Fund. The Selectmen and the Conservation Commission
approve this article. The fund balance as of 12/31/2010 was $14,360.19. 3-0
The article was moved and seconded as read. There was some discussion about the milfoil problem, as
well as questions about whether outbreaks have increased in the state. In response to a query whether
any milfoil has been found locally, Ms. Carol Newcombe said yes, but it was abated immediately. The very
high cost of dealing with even a small milfoil outbreak was also outlined. The article was passed by voice
vote.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $685 used for hazardous waste
collections for 201 1 consisting of 12 collection dates. (The 2010 appropriation was $681 .00) The Selectmen
recommend this article. 3-0
This article was moved and seconded as read and with no discussion passed by unanimous voice vote.
ARTICLES DEALING WITH SERVICE AND PROTECTION
1 1 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6000. That will be Nelson's share of a
three town Inter-municipal Cooperation project. The funds to be used to hire Municipal Resources Inc. to do
an initial study of possible cooperation among the three towns of Harrisville, Dublin and Nelson. The
Selectmen recommend this article. This article is non lapsing. 3-0
This article was moved and seconded as read. As discussion began, Ms. Karen Tolman offered this
amendment: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6000 as Nelson's share to
contract with a consulting firm to assess municipal services within Nelson, Harrisville and Dublin. The
intention of said study is to identify opportunities where shared facilities, equipment, personnel or services
might lead to cost reductions, improved service quality, or future cost-avoidance for any or all of the three
communities. This article is non-binding if Harrisville fails to pass theirs. This article does not exclude any
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resource sharing discussions with Nelson's other abutting towns.
The amendment was seconded. Ms. Tolman explained that this amendment arose from discussions at the
community forum. Discussion continued, and ultimately the amendment lost, 44 to 36, in a standing vote.
The body then went on to reject this article by voice vote.
12. To see if the town will vote to modify the Disabled Veteran's Tax Credit from $700 to $1000 per year by
provisions of RSA 72-35 as follows: 1) Filing date is the 15 th of April of the year it is to be applied, 2)
Discharge form such as a DD214 showing dates of service and type of discharge etc. need to be provided
at time of application. The selectmen recommend this article. 3-0
The article was moved and seconded as read. With little discussion the article was unanimously passed by
voice vote.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,428.29 as subsidy for ambulance
service for the ensuing year, it being understood that residents will still be charged for individual calls. (The
appropriation for 2010 was $1 1 ,242). Selectmen recommend this article. 3-0
The article was moved and seconded as read and with no discussion was passed by unanimous voice
vote.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000 for the proper expenses of the
Fire Department and Rescue Squad. (The 2010 appropriation was $14,250).The Selectmen recommend
this article. 3-0
The article was moved and seconded as read and with no discussion was passed by voice vote.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for the purpose of fighting forest
fires. This sum to come from reimbursement from the NH State Fire Warden and no amount will be raised
through taxation. The Department of Revenue Administration recommends this method of accounting so as
not to impact the Fire Department's operating budget. The Selectmen recommend this article. 3-0
The article was moved and seconded as read and with no discussion was passed by unanimous voice
vote.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000 to be added to the
Fire Equipment Capital Reserve Fund, for the purpose of Fire Apparatus for the Fire Department. No
withdrawals may be made from this fund except by vote of the Town and upon recommendation of the Fire
Chief. The fund balance as of 12/31/2010 was $156,365.14. The Selectmen recommend this article. 3-0
The article was moved and seconded as read and with no discussion was passed by unanimous voice
vote.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $175,000 for the purchase of a new
rescue truck and to authorize the selectmen to withdraw the accumulated principal and interest from the
Fire Equipment Capital Reserve Fund for this purpose. The Selectmen recommend this article. 3-0
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The article was moved and seconded as read. Discussion of the cost of this truck ensued, including why a
new as opposed to an older truck is warranted. Mr. John Bunce then moved: To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $80,000 to purchase a used rescue truck and to authorize the selectmen
to withdraw the accumulated principal and interest from the Fire Equipment Capital Reserve Fund for this
purpose. The amendment was seconded and discussed. Fire Chief Rick Lothrop explained why a new
truck would be preferable, including the difficulty of trying to retrofit an older vehicle to suit today's needs.
The amendment lost by voice vote and the original article was defeated by voice vote.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for the proper expenses for
Emergency Management. This article is recommended by the Nelson Emergency Management Director.
The article was moved and seconded as read and with no discussion passed by voice vote.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $37,000 for the proper expenses of the
Police Department. (The appropriation for 2010 was $37,000). The Selectmen recommend this article. 3-0
The article was moved and seconded as read, and with no discussion was passed by voice vote.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000 for the purpose of patrols
performed by the Nelson Police Department for the State of NH, Cheshire County, Sheriffs Office and other
authorized municipal entities. This sum to come from offsetting grants and no amount will be raised
through taxation.
The article was moved and seconded as read and with no discussion was passed by unanimous voice
vote.
21. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be added to the Police
Equipment Capital Reserve Fund. No withdrawals may be made from this fund except by vote of the town
and with the recommendation of the Police Chief. The selectmen recommend this article. 3-0 (The fund
balance as of December 31 , 201 was $551 .54).
The article was moved and seconded as read and with no discussion was passed by voice vote.
ARTICLES DEALING WITH ROADS
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of $219,000 for the purpose of maintenance
of highways and bridges for ensuing year's budget. This will be offset by any Highway Block Grant monies,
estimated at this time to be $43,183.02. The rest ($175,816.98) is to be raised by taxes. In 2010 the sum of
$176,247 was raised by taxes. The Selectmen recommend this article. 3-0
The article was moved and seconded as read. Ms. Karen Tolman asked if the Town is prepared to handle
the reduction sure to occur in the amounts we receive for Block Grants, Rooms & Meals tax, etc. An
amendment was offered to strike from the article as presented the sentence "The rest ($175,816.98) is to
be raised by taxes. In 2010 the sum of $176,247 was raised by taxes." The amendment passed by
unanimous voice vote, and the article as amended was passed by voice vote.
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23. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $1 15,000 for the purchase of a
new highway vehicle, and to authorize the Selectmen to withdraw $50,000 from the Road Equipment
Capital Reserve Fund as a down payment of the balance at time of purchase. There will be a trade in of
two trucks at the time of purchase and the revenues will go to the purchase of the new vehicle. The Road
equipment Committee, which includes the Selectmen, recommends this appropriation. (Balance in the fund
as of 12/31/2010 was $61,665.77) 3-0
The article was moved and seconded as read. Considerable discussion ensued concerning the vehicle to
be purchased and the amount requested in the warrant article as presented. Ultimately Mr. Blaudschun,
Selectman, offered an amendment to increase the amount of the request from $1 15,000 to $165,000. This
amount reflects the cost of the truck, while the amount to be raised in the original article was the net
amount to be raised by taxes. This amendment passed by voice vote. Discussion continued for some time
on the need for this vehicle. A motion to call for the vote passed unanimously, and the article as amended
was passed by voice vote.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to be added to the Road
Equipment Capital Reserve Fund. It is understood that no withdrawals may be made from this fund for the
purchase of road equipment except by vote of the town upon recommendation of the Road Equipment
Committee. The Fund balance on 12/31/2010 was $61,665.77. The Road Equipment Committee (which
includes the Selectmen) recommends this appropriation. 3-0
The article was moved and seconded as read. Select Board Chair Blaudschun made a motion to amend
the amount of this article from $20,000. To $1.00. The motion was seconded and passed unanimously.
The article as amended was passed by voice vote.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000 and not to exceed that amount,
for the total expense of the comprehensive Nelson Tax Mapping Program. This article is non-lapsing, and
will not lapse till 12/31/2014. The payments will not exceed $10,000 per year The Selectmen recommend
this article. 3-0
The article was moved and seconded as read. Margaret Schillemat and Michael Blaudschun, speaking for
the Select Board, explained the continued need for updated maps. After some discussion the article
passed by voice vote.
ARTICLES DEALING WITH PLANNING & ZONING
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $731 .00 for dues to belong to the
Southwest Region Planning Commission. (The appropriation for 2010 was$728.00).
The article was moved and seconded as read. With no discussion it passed by unanimous voice vote.
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WORK FORCE HOUSING WARRANT ARTICLE
27. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance by adding:
"Article 11:3 Workforce Housing
Are you in favor of the adoption of the amendment to the existing zoning ordinance as proposed by the
Planning Board?
Nelson shall not prohibit reasonable and realistic opportunities for affordable Workforce Housing to the
extent permitted by the Nelson Zoning Ordinance, or as required by RSA 674:59, using whichever standard
is more favorable to such opportunities." Submitted by the Planning Board by unanimous vote.
This article was voted on in the voting booth along with the election of officers. The ballot results are as
follows:
YES 106 NO 31
OTHER ARTICLES
Warrant Article for Nelson Agricultural Commission
28. To see if the Town will vote to establish an Agricultural Commission pursuant to RSA 674:44 e through
g; and that the Select Board shall appoint five (5) regular members and three (3) alternate members.
Whenever possible, the majority of both the regular and alternate members shall be or have been actively
engaged in agricultural pursuits. Upon passage, the current members of the Nelson Agricultural Steering
Committee shall be nominated to the Agricultural Commission. Subsequently, all new members shall be
selected from a list of nominees provided to the Select Board by the Agricultural Commission.
The article was moved and seconded as read. Mr. David Voymas, Planning Board Chair, explained the
article and noted that the Planning Board supports it. The enabling legislation was passed by our
legislators in 2007 and several towns either have adopted this legislation or are in the process of doing so.
With little discussion the article passed by unanimous voice vote.
29. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 for the proper expenses of the
Agricultural Commission.
The article was moved and seconded as read and with little discussion was passed by unanimous voice
vote.
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30. To see if the Town will vote to institute the following policies for the use of town owned buildings
(excluding the Town Hall) and land by residents holding alcohol-free events:
1) Nelson residents or organizations will schedule use of buildings or lands with the town sexton.
2) Nelson residents or organizations will pay a deposit to cover the cost of cleaning (or mowing, in
the case of the ball field or town common) which will be refundable if cleaning and/or mowing is/are
done by the party using the facility.
3) Nelson residents or organizations using Town facilities will sign an Indemnity agreement.
4) Residents are not required to pay for police presence.
This is a petitioned article.
The article was moved and seconded as read. This petitioned article was initiated by the Moving In Step
group, who are seeking to find additional spaces for meetings and social gatherings. There was some
question about duplication of effort, since the Selectmen are responsible for the use of all town buildings
and already do rent or allow use of the available spaces. A question also arose about the legality of an
individual private group seeking to be in charge of scheduling and use of town-owned buildings. Several
townspeople made it clear that they question the fact that although town-wide labor built the new Safety
Building, townspeople are now excluded from using it. Police Chief Richard Pratt was allowed to speak to
this issue. Chief Pratt noted that the Safety Building was constructed to provide protection and service,
and not to accommodate social groups of any kind. He continued that an expanded use of the building
could create situations where he might need to escort someone he has arrested into his office while the
building, including the area near his office, is being used for a private gathering. This would both violate the
individual's right to privacy and disrupt a social meeting or gathering. The building was appropriately
available to townspeople during the 2008 ice storm, but in Chief Pratt's opinion should be not be open for
general use except during emergencies. The article was defeated by voice vote.
At 12:30 a.m., Moderator Church asked if there were any additional items which could legally be brought
before the meeting, and hearing none, called for a motion to adjourn. There was a very tired but firm





MARCH 2011 NELSON TOWN MEETING MINUTES: CORRECTION TO ARTICLE #23
23. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $1 15,000 for the purchase of a
new highway vehicle, and to authorize the Selectmen to withdraw $50,000 from the Road Equipment
Capital Reserve Fund as a down payment of the balance at time of purchase. There will be a trade in of
two trucks at the time of purchase and the revenues will go to the purchase of the new vehicle. The Road
equipment Committee, which includes the Selectmen, recommends this appropriation. (Balance in the fund
as of 12/31/2010 was $61,665.77) 3-0
The article was moved and seconded as read. Considerable discussion ensued concerning the vehicle to
be purchased and the amount requested in the warrant article as presented. Ultimately Mr. Blaudschun,
Selectman, offered an amendment to increase the amount of the request from $1 15,000 to $165,000. This
amount reflects the cost of the truck, while the amount to be raised in the original article was the net
amount to be raised by taxes. It was also amended to include the word lease. The amendment reads as
follows: To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $165,000 for the
purchase/lease of a new highway vehicle, and to authorize the Selectmen to withdraw $50,000 from the
Road Equipment Capital Reserve Fund as a down payment of the balance at time of lease/purchase. The
remaining amount due will be financed over a five year term. There will be a trade in of two trucks at the
time of purchase and the revenues will go to the purchase of the new vehicle.
This amendment passed by voice vote. Discussion continued for some time on the need for this vehicle. A
motion to call for the vote passed unanimously, and the article as amended was passed by voice vote.
I certify that this correction isdoneof my own freewill, asa result of information shown to meon
thisdate. No voice recording of the meeting was made. Additional reliable notesfrom this meeting
indicatesufficiently to methat these changes should have been included in my original meeting
minutes completed in March 2011.




DATE OF BIRTH CHILD'S NAME FATHER'S NAME MOTHER'S NAME PLACE OF BIRTH
1/8/2011 Phoebe Kilroe Jenkins Douglas Jenkins Amanda Jenkins Keene, NH
3/7/2011 Olive Elizabeth Popovic McBride Richard Popovic Anne McBride Keene, NH
4/14/2011 Rieley Taylor Mattson Michael Warner Hayley Mattson Peterborough, NH
5/8/2011 Tristan James Pelczarski Christian Pelczarski Charita Pelczarski Peterborough, NH
7/9/2011 Joseph Allen Hutchins Joshua Hutchins Nicole Hutchins Keene, NH
10/5/2011 Christiana Marie Walter Jason Walter
MARRIAGE
Kara Kendrick Peterborough, NH
DATE PLACE NAME RESIDENCE TOWN OF ISSUANCE
5/30/2011 Nelson, NH Laura E. Crewson




















DATE PLACE NAME PARENTS MILITARY
1/11/2011 Keene, NH Kenneth Jeffery William Jeffery
Mabel Vaughn
Y
5/27/2011 Keene, NH Raymond Huber Elmer Huber
Alice Hamilton
Y
7/12/2011 Keene, NH Dorothy French Oren Farwell
Emo Ruffle
N
Residents who have a birth, marriage, or death in their family, must make sure
that NELSON is listed as their town of legal residence (do not use your
mailing address). This is necessary to assure accurate recording of Nelson's
Vital Statistics on the state and local levels. Thank you.
Theresa M. Upton, Town Clerk/Tax Collector
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NELSON MUNICIPAL RECORDS BOARD
REPORT TO THE TOWN - 201
1
July 2011 saw the revival of our local Municipal Records Board, which had been inactive since 2006.This board is
responsible for the proper disposition and storage of town records, and is authorized under RSA 33-A. RSA 33-A is explicit
in its requirements and clear in its objectives, and includes the retention list for documents produced by officers, boards and
committees. With this information, we went upstairs in the schoolhouse to assess how we would begin what we immediately
realized would be a monumental task.
Upon sight of the accumulated mishmash of boxes, broken and discarded items, antiquated and bulky electronic equipment
and general mess, the committee determined that the first thing to be done was to create both a clean and healthy
environment and a space where the committee could do its work. One of our goals was to take as much weight as possible
off the upstairs floor and to re-distribute the remaining weight to the outside walls where it would be safer to store heavier
items.
So we began. Week after week we worked: separating the trash from the recyclables, boxes of records and sundry
discarded items stored there "just in case." We found places to recycle the electronic items and drove them to their
destination. Members drove some of the paper recyclables (old stationery with outdated addresses, pre-computer forms,
etc.) which were too oxidized and dirty to be useful in the office today, to the recycling center. Old manuals and paperwork
from various seminars, catalogues and the like were also removed. All materials to be shredded were put in the front room
upstairs, where they remain. Nothing has been shredded to date. We gave two easy chairs, too small for adults but perfect
for children, to the library for their children's corner, and posted a notice to Nelson residents advertising the few other
marketable items for which the Town offices had no use. The funds were then deposited with the town and will help defray
the costs of shredding. The working conditions were not healthy, and several members went home each week wheezing
and coughing from the many years of accumulated dust, grime and rodent droppings as well as the many layers of mouse
and rat poisons used over the years.
The windows, the window sills, the floor, the file cabinets and the shelving were vacuumed and washed, and the cabinets
were re-arranged for greater efficiency. Boxes containing police records were moved to the front of the upstairs
schoolhouse where police uniforms and other items were stored. Eventually our police chief removed most of the police files
and other items. The window in the back room that leads to the fire escape and provides the safety exit mandated by law
could not be opened. Dave Birchenough worked several hours to free the window from the sill where it was firmly stuck,
persevering until the window was once again useful in case of an emergency.
We are very proud of our accomplishments. In six months, we exercised more stewardship of the upstairs storage area and
of the building itself than has been afforded to that space in many years. We are continuing our work to the best of our
abilities and will be in touch with all boards, committees and town officers within the near future to ask for their cooperation








REPORT OF THE NELSON TOWN ARCHIVIST
Work continued on indexing and organizing material in the archives to make it available
for inquiries from residents, visitors, and researchers who ask to for information from our
records.
This year, $5,322 was awarded to the archives from the Conservation License Plate Grant,
more popularly known as the Moose Plate Grant, to conserve 5 books of Nelson records
from 1802 to 1885. This grant will conserve, microfilm and digitize these historic records
which were deteriorating because of poor storage environments in the past.
A commemoration of the beginning of the Civil War 150 years ago is focus of an exhibit in
the History Corner of the town office. Material from the archives was added to by
contributions from Ron Trudelle, Rick Church and Dave Birchenough.*©*
A malfunction of the HVAC system in November caused some water damage to a large
box of records which had to be dried outside the archives. They were returned to the
archives just before access to further work in the archives was denied by the selectmen for
undisclosed reasons. These records will be sorted and reorganized when access to the
archives has been restored hopefully, early next year.
Respectfully submitted,
Roberta Wingerson, Town Archivist
Susan Hansel, Assistant
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REPORT OF THE NELSON CEMETERY BOARD
201 1 was another busy year for the Cemetery Board.
Owen Iselin resigned as sexton early in July. The Cemetery Board accepted his resignation and
voted in Bob Jones as interim sexton on July 1 9. Bob has continued the practice of utilizing inmates
from the Cheshire County Jail for maintenance of both the Munsonville and Nelson Cemeteries, a
considerable economy for the town.
The rebuilding of the Nelson Cemetery's main gate pillars was completed by James Rodrigues, as
per last year's Town Meeting Warrant Article #8. The Board was pleased with Mr. Rodrigues' work,
and many townspeople have expressed their appreciation for and satisfaction with this project.
Because the foundations for the pillars remained viable, we came in under budget and were able to
complete two small additional projects. A length of the stone walls on either side of the pillars was
straightened, and the rough dirt paths between the large and small pillars were surfaced. In
addition, pvc pipe was inserted inside the piilars so they can be wired for lights in years to come.
The gates were re-hinged with a new design to facilitate ease of opening and closing, and supplies
were purchased to refinish them in the spring.
The work of updating maps and spreadsheet records for the Nelson Cemetery Section #2, previously
referred to as the "new cemetery," continues. Our review of titles for lots sold and the updating of
maps has been completed and our spreadsheets will be corrected in the near future.
Residents may be interested to know that a cemetery map showing the lots, in Section 1 , previously
referred to as the "old cemetery," is available for review in the Town Office. The same information
can be found in Parke Struthers' History of Nelson. The Munsonville Cemetery has been mapped
in two separate Eagle Scout projects in recent years and we hope to have all of this information
available on the Town website eventually.
There were two cremations and two full burials in the Nelson Cemetery this year, and two cemetery
lots were sold.
Please contact Trisha Jones if you have any questions or concerns about our town's cemeteries.
Respectfully submitted,
Trisha Jones, Cemetery Board Chair
Judi Lang, Edith Notman, and Teh Upton, Board Members Tom Newcombe, Interim Board Member
Bob Jones, Interim Cemetery Sexton
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REPORT OF THE AGRICULTURAL COMMISSION
The Nelson Agricultural Commission was established by vote of the 2011 Town Meeting.
Since then, the Commission has met monthly.
In April, two members attended the first Cheshire County meeting of several newly-formed
commissions. It was exciting to see share the level of enthusiasm for local agriculture.
In July, the Commission presented "Gas, Gardens and Ghosts" as part of the Library
Summer Forum series. The presentation addressed some of the ethical dilemmas of the
distance our food travels from farm to table, with their attendant environmental and social
implications. The conclusion was an open-ended appeal to think more locally about food.
The presentation was well attended, and followed by a lively discussion.
Also at the July forum, the Commission rolled out the first edition of the "Nelson Agricultural
and Forestry Products" directory; copies of the directory are available from Commission
members.
There have been two meetings with the Harrisville Agricultural Commission, to discuss plans
for a joint Farmers' Market this summer. This idea has strong support from both
communities.
The new Agricultural Commission continues to refine its sense of mission. We see
ourselves as serving the agricultural community in town and as an educational outreach to all
Nelson residents.




REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
This year; the Planning Board has attempted to work collaboratively with other town boards and
commissions. In January, the Board met with the ZBA to discuss common concerns over
ambiguous language in the zoning ordinance. There are a number of works and phrases in the
ordinance that need to be redefined and clarified.
In May and October, the Board met with the Conservation Commission to discuss the relative
advantages of Current Use and Conservation Easements. At the second of these meetings, we
were joined by Charles Levesque of Innovative Land Resource Strategies, who shared his expertise
on the matter.
Through the year, the Board has held ongoing discussions on long-range planning for the town.
We have considered the adoption of an occupancy permit process, and held a well-attended public
hearing on this subject in January of 201 2. As of this writing, this matter is still pending before the
Board.




REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
The Town's conservative investment policy has continued to afford modest and stable returns in this
difficult investment climate. No changes are presently contemplated.
The two continuing Trustees would like to thank Peter Brnger for his service as a Trustee. We are
happy to welcome Tom Newcombe, who has agreed to serve as interim Trustee.
Respectfully submitted,
Trisha Jones, Tom Newcombe, Edith Notman, Trustees of the Trust Funds
REPORT OF THE ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
201 1 was a quiet year for the Zoning Board of Adjustment. We met only a couple of times to hear
variance requests, and the highlight of the year was a joint meeting with the Planning Board to
discuss how both boards can work together and share relevant information more easily. On a low
note, we say goodbye to our wonderful clerk, Carol Raynor, who will be missed.
We are always looking for alternates and future board members. If any Nelson resident is interested
please contact Richard Popovic.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard Popovic
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A shelter inventory was performed throughout the state. They utilized a grant and the AmeriCorps
group for this activity. AmeriCorps utilized college students during their summer break to complete
this survey, traveling throughout the state. Both the shelter at the Safety Complex and the Nelson
School were reviewed, inventoried and the information updated on the state listing.
Attended meetings with the Greater Monadnock Public Health Network, which is the Southwestern
NH's regional coordinating committee for public health hazards. Our regional area was updated
after the state realigned the emergency management districts during the year. The redistricting
required minor updates to our POD (Point of distribution) with Stoddard and Sullivan. WebEOC
training was also taken at the Marlborough School for support of Emergency Operation Center, its
operations and management.
Additional updates were done to the E91 1 database through the state and attended meetings with
the regional NH HSEM Field Services.
As in past years I would like to thank all of the town's people who have helped this year in supporting
our Emergency Management activities. As we move ahead, continued work will be done to better






Chemical Spills/Gas leaks - 4 Chimney Fire - 1 CO Detector -
1
Down Power Line - 5 EMS Rescue - 28 False Alarms - 1
1
Investigations - 2 Motor Vehicle Accident - 6 Motor Vehicle Fire - 2
Mutual Aid -2 Other -4 Service Calls -1
REPORT OF THE NELSON FIRE CHIEF
Our fire log as shown above is showing a slight decrease in the number of calls compared to last
year. Last year our calls had almost doubled compared to the previous ten years where we had
been averaging around 38 calls per year. This year we have had 65, a slight drop from last year.
Rescue calls continue to dominate our activity.
Training has continued as a main emphasis. Area fire chiefs from Harrisville, Hancock, Dublin, and
Nelson got together and developed a training program last year. Course was based on state
Firefighter 1 course. Harrisville hosted the activities. All those who attended had a very good
refresher. Radio training was also provided in the Fall by Southwestern Fire Mutual and Dispatch
which was well attended. Department continued with its bi-weekly training during late spring,
summer, and early fall. Various exercises were done around the town.
The Safety & Highway building has had its Internet connection update during this past year. This
continues to be a big plus for us in support of our operations. Our mutual aid system utilizes
"FireHouse" software for managing and recording all calls. This was put in place a few years back
and is a great asset to our reporting and record keeping on calls. Our interface is done over the
Internet, reaching the server with a web browser for data entry, corrections and reporting. Monthly
reporting is a requirement by the federal government.
This year we are going through an update of our AED's throughout the town. Our present units are
At the end of their life per the manufacturer, not meeting or being able to be updated to meet the
latest standards and requirements. Through the benefit of an anonymous donor we have already
Replaced three (3) units. We hope that you will support the replacement of the other three remaining
units with your vote at town meeting.
Also, under direction from the state, we have been putting in equipment and procedures to better
comply with requirements from the state's Department of Labor. Subtle work has been done with
Regard to safer storage of hazardous material and improvements to the working environment for
both safety and health requirements. More work continues on this.
We continue to have a core group of people involved with the department but we are always
Interested and looking out for new individuals who would like to join. Again, the department will
Support any training activity to assist those individuals who are interested in joining.
As mentioned in last year's report, grant funding continues to be an aid to our operation. We finally
Took delivery this past year of the new base station which has been installed at the Nelson Center
Station on Old Stoddard Road. Mutual Aid had worked hard to finally purchase this unit and get it
Installed for us. It has multiple channels, over 1 00, to allow us to communicate with fire, police and
other state agencies if they were to come to our area during a regional disaster. Its proximity to the
Emergency Management additionally allows it to perform a dual function, both Fire and Emergency
Management. With regard to grants, the new forestry equipment from the matching grant (total
$2,500) that we had applied for through the state is now all in place. Additional tools and equipment
are now on our forestry truck.
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Remember; be sure to call the town Forest Fire Warden, myself, or any one of the Deputy Wardens,
Bud French, Charlie Lang, and Terry Mednick for a burning permit. Permits are required even if
Raining, unless there is an inch or more of snow on the ground.
Also; check your smoke detectors and replace the batteries on a regular basis, at lease annually. If
You don't have a smoke detector, please purchase one or two and install them in the appropriate
locations. If you do have smoke detectors, again, be sure to change the batteries on a regular
basis. They may save your life or your families someday.
Again as in years past, I would like to thank all the active members for their continued effort, support
And hours of volunteer service. I'd also like to thank the surrounding towns for their mutual aid
Assistance when needed and our fellow town's people for their support at the various emergency




Nelson Forest Fire Warden
Fire Permits
As stated in RSA 227-L17, l&ll (NH State Law). "No person, firm or corporation shall kindle or
Cause to be kindled any fire or shall burn or cause to be burned any material, except when the
ground is covered with snow, without first obtaining a written fire permit from the forest fire warden of
the town or city where the burning is to be done.
Burning by permit may be done before 9 AM or after 5 PM. If it is necessary to burn during the day
for commercial purposes, a special permit is required from the state Forest Ranger. It is also
possible to burn during the day if it is raining; however, a written permit is still required. Written
permission is required if an individual wishes to burn on land belonging to someone else, as well. If
individuals wish to burn in a incinerator, a seasonal permit may be issued, but the burning must still
be done before 9 AM or after 5 PM. In Nelson, there is no charge for these permits at this time.






TOWN OF NELSON ROAD AGENT REPORT
2011
The winter of 2010 - 201 1 kept the Nelson Highway Department very busy with record snowfall.
With this deep snow, we were glad to see the slow snow melt with no significant washouts or road
damage. We were glad to see the spring only bringing expected amounts of mud. There were no
additional projects passed or assigned for the road crew over the summer and fall months. Normal
road maintenance was performed with the grading of roads, cleaning of ditches, upkeep of culverts,
and roadside mowing. No additional crews were needed for hire over this past year. The hauling
of winter sand and salt was completed: stockpiling it into the new building just in time for the record
breaking Halloween Nor-Easter dropping over two feet of snow. With this snow now melted, the
Nelson Road Crew had a lot to be thankful for this Thanksgiving. On Wednesday, November 23,
201 1 , the new, completely outfitted, heavy duty, Peterbilt dump truck was delivered. Unfortunately,
the truck did not arrive in time for the extremely early snow storm back in October. Although this
truck has not seen much activity with the mild winter season we've been experiencing, it has been
put to good use hauling necessary materials.
I would personally like to thank the Selectmen, members of the Road Equipment Committee, and the
other Town Officials for all of their help and support. As always, thanks go out to Nick Barrett and for
his help and many hours of hard work this past year.
The Highway Department does appreciate updates on road conditions in your area. The Road
Crew will respond to any problems in a timely manner.
Respectfully submitted
by Mike Tarr, Nelson Road Agent
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Nelson Police Chiefs Annual Report
Another year has come and gone. In the last few days I've taken some time to review 201 1 . The
first thing I'd like to do is express my thanks to the residents of Nelson. You have helped this
department in more ways than you know. From your quick action in reporting problems, to the
cooperative way you have dealt with me and the other officers. We all thank you.
We believe that our increased presence in Town has contributed to a decrease in the number of calls
for police assistance in 201 1 . Calls for police assistance may come for many reasons with varying
degrees of urgency. Some calls we handle include traffic accidents, Domestic violence or other
family situations, suspicious people, noise, or vehicles, burglaries, vandalism, fights, etc. When a
call comes in you never know what to expect but we do try to be prepared as much as possible. As
we have come to know each other better we have also come to count on your observations giving us
eyes and ears throughout the Town. You have all been a big help.
In 201 1 Officer Brian Lord was involved in a motor vehicle accident. Thankfully, Brian was not hurt
but the Crown Victoria was totaled. We were very fortunate to receive a newer 1998 Chevrolet
Blazer, four wheel drive, as a donation from Leon's Auto in Keene. No Town funds were used for
this. Having this Blazer helps keep the mileage down on the 2004 Ford Expedition which should
extend that vehicle's life. We are most grateful to Leon's.
Typically January is a slow month but this year we've logged 35 calls for service. Several towns
around us have experienced burglaries which is a great cause for concern. So far Nelson has none
but we ask that everyone stay alert and call right away if you see anything out of the ordinary.






Report of the Nelson Conservation Commission
Great news, another piece of land is in conservation easement gratitude to Maury and
Martha Collins and the Harris Center for a great deed done.
The Conservation Commission and Planning Board jointly hosted Charles Levesque who
is a consultant and expert on current use. He spoke to our boards here in Nelson. He was
well received and answered many questions. Thanks to David Voymas and the Planning
Board for co-sponsoring this meeting.
The annual roadside cleanup was held on the Saturday before Old Home Week so our town
would look its best during the week's activities. Again, it was well supported by 35
residents and visitors. Hundreds more daffodils have been planted along our roadsides as
a reward from NH the Beautiful who sponsor roadside cleanups statewide. Thanks to the
Nelson School students who helped plant some of the bulbs at the library as a school
project this year.
We supported the Lake Host Programs in Nelson and hope to do so again this year.
We are fortunate that another property is now under a conservation easement on Silver
Lake. With the foresight of our selectmen they were able to come up with a solution that
worked out great for all involved. The town's appreciation goes to the Selectmen
involved: Jane Kirk, Mike Blaudschun, Margaret Schillemat, and Warren Hammack.
The Commission continues to provide information on conservation matters, review DES
permits and issues, and meet monthly where residents can discuss any environmental
concerns they may have. Our meeting is held on the third Tuesday of the month at 7 p.m.
in the Olivia Rodham Library.
Respectfully submitted,
Bud French, Chairman, Barbara Fraser, Marshall Davenson, Margaret Schillemat, Bert
Wingerson, Lucy Daniels, and Alternates Anne McBride and Kathy Schillemat
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A NOTE FROM THE OFFICE STAFF
For several weeks work has been underway to bring multiple accounting practices of the past into
alignment with the New Hampshire Department of Revenue.
It has been a challenge to dissect the many layers of accounting methods used over several years.
The assignment of code numbers was simply a personal preference and had no consistent format.
As progress continues all code numbers for Nelson's Chart of Accounts will follow those used by the
State. When complete this will make for a seamless flow of accounting information required by the
New Hampshire Department of Revenue.
The format is consolidated and precise but still allows for more detailed information for presentation
to voters.
As we continue to make these improvements we respectfully request your patience and we always
welcome your questions.
Respectfully submitted,
Edie Drinkwater, Administrative Assistant
Anita Treloar, Financial Clerk
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2011 Report of the Olivia Rodham Memorial Library
The Olivia Rodham Memorial Library staff is in the process of automating the
library's cataloging and circulation system using "Library World", a web based
support system. We have uploaded three quarters of our catalog to "Library
World", to begin the process. Our current project is bar coding all of the collection.
This will enable the library to have current circulation records on all items in the
library, the ability to email automated over due notices, and a catalog that is up to
date and easy to access. Patrons can now see what is available in the library
and reserve material via the internet from their home or from their i phone. The
web address for this is
http://opac.libraryworld.com/opac/signin?libraryname=nelson. They may also
request an email of current items they have checked out. Completion of this
project, with proper funding, is estimated to take two more years. The library still
offers the traditional services if you prefer the library to be just as it was. No
internet is necessary.
After a rapid increase in recent years the use of the library, for books and for
other media uses has stabilized. However some areas continue to increase. This
year Olivia Rodham Memorial Library has seen growth over 50% in the use of the
NH down-loadable audiobooks and e Books program, e Books and Audiobooks
through NH Downloadable Books on Overdrive ( http://nh.lib.overdrive.com ) are
now available to check out for all patrons of the Olivia Rodham Memorial Library
who have a home computer with internet access. We still offer many of the
favorite services we always have, including, a continuing fine selection of books,
periodicals, audio books, videos and DVDs, adult programs and children's
programs, interlibrary loan, and the town website. Computer usage, with high
speed DSL, is down 33% this year, because of the availability of DSL in the town
of Nelson. The Nelson library still has delivery once a week, on Friday, of
interlibrary loan materials. The library building is also used by other groups in the
town, for meetings. It has been opened for conservation board, the counting of
votes, the touring Elder Hostel groups, just to name a few. The library has
become an essential part of the community for education, enjoyment and the
meeting of minds.
Children's library programs include summer reading, author talks, an educational
reptile show, weekly story time, and educational school events. During the month
of April, the library sponsored a traveling doll display. Every doll ( over 100 were
represented) was accompanied by a book about them. In the summer months
Nelson Library invited children to participate in the 2011 Summer Reading
Program: One World May Stories. We awarded Toadstool gift certificates
(donated by the Friends of the Library) and presented prizes (donated by 10 local
businesses) to readers. This annual statewide program is sponsored by CHILIS
(Children's Librarians of NH). In Nelson 15 children read 301 books during this
summer's program. The library set aside an afternoon for the children to come
and participate in a program, organized and presented by Jacqueline Roland.
Story time with an activity and an art project attracted a group of about nine
children. The culminating event for the summer, with 99 people in attendance,
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Reptiles on the Move came to entertain the community in Nelson on August 10th
in the Nelson Town Hall. Reptiles of all sizes and shapes were passed around
for the audience to touch and hold, and the presenter talked about the
responsibility of caring for a reptile and scientific facts about reptiles. When the
turtles and tortoises came out the audience was able to get up and mingle with
them. We had many comments from young and old about all they saw. This
program was supported in part by a grant from the New Hampshire State Library
and donations from the Bryne Foundation, CHILIS, Cogswell Benevolent Trust,
and the NH Library Association. The Nelson librarian wrote and received the
grant, Kids, Books and Arts.
Adult library programs include a summer forum with guest speakers,
and the adult book group. This year's forum speakers and topics were
diverse and educational: Pamela White & Warren Hammack -
"Experiences in the Theater", Bob McQuillen - "Old Time Nelson Tunes and
Stories", Al Stoops- "A Walk in the Woods of Nelson", and The Nelson
Agricultural Commission - "How Many MPG Does Your Garden Get? or
How to Stop Eating Fuel". Our last summer program was "She Plumb Ned,
She More'n Plumb with Dudley Laufman reading poetry from his new book.
The adult book group meets once a month on the third Monday of the month. We
read and discuss novels, memoirs and biographies. Game night was a great
success. During the winter months more than a dozen of us met on the first
Tuesday to play Scrabble, Dominoes, Bananagrams, Trumpet and other games.
The library has become a place for many conversations and activities, both
serious and enjoyable, among the community members.
The Friends of the Library is a group that helps to preserve, support and
strengthen the library. They consist of enthusiastic library supporters who believe
in the importance of the library as the social and intellectual center of the
community. Members organize fundraisers to support programming, purchase
new books and other items needed by the library that are not included in the
budget. In Nelson the big fund raiser is the book sale during Old Home Day.
Many hands helped to make this year's library book sale a huge success. Thanks
to the help of many Nelson residents the sale on Old Home Day made $1343.75
to enable the Friends of the Olivia Rodham Library to donate $1000.00 for new
books, pay for the summer reading certificates for the children, provide money
toward children's programming and pay the $395 annual fee for Library World.
Books are donated year round so that there is always a good selection for sale.
The Friends also encourage everyone to become members of the Friends
knowing that the money goes back to benefit the library. The officers are as
follows: Susan Hansel-President; Betsey Church- Treasurer; Carol Heath-
Secretary; Members-at large: Martha Collins, Sandy Ferguson, Elaine Giacomo,
Pamela White and Sara Sandberg.
Many people help keep the library running. The Library Trustees for this year
were Linda Cates, Carol Raynor, Tom Tolman, Laurie Smith and Max
Nunnemaker. Susan Hansel and Jennifer Fraser, are library substitutes. The
library is thankful for the 472 hours that volunteers put in this year. Regular
volunteers were Pamela Tolman, Betsey Church, Martha Collins, Robert Roland,
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Kathy Schillemat, Jacqueline Roland, Barbara Roland, Ali Duke, Elena Mednick
and Sara Sandberg. Terry Mednick voluntarily maintained our computers, and
computer statistics programs are updated and archived by Tom Buttrick.
Volunteers make a big difference in the quality of library service in your
community, by sharing their time and talent.
Donations to the Library always play a large part in updating our collection. Our
donors are The Friends of the Library, and George and Frances Alderson in
memory of Bob and Hallie Robinson. Other Library funds used to purchase items
for the collection were the Hardie Shepard Children's Book Fund, the Mary Patek
Special Fund, the Nori Putzel Memorial Fund, the Mary Fiske Elliot Fund and the
Henry Melville Fuller Fund. Many donations are made also of actual books, audio
visual materials, and magazines.
Respectfully submitted,
Kristine Finnegan
1 Nelson Common Rd. Nelson, NH 03457
603-847-3214 email: library@townofnelson.com
Web page: www.townofnelson.com
Olivia Rodham Memorial Library Statistics for 2011
Library Collection 2010 2011
Volumes in the Library at the beginning of the year 9,227 8,929
Library purchases of books & audio/visual materials 121 60
Gifts of the Friends of the Library 101 102
Donated books & audio/visual materials 275 424
Books & audio/visual materials taken out of circulation 795 1,201
Volumes in the library at the end of the year 8,929 8,314
Library Circulation
Down-loadable audio books and e Books used 433 660
Adult non-fiction 310 308]
Adult fiction 945 949
Juvenile and easy 1,396 1,451
n
Adult audio/visual 1,150 1,016
Juvenile audio/visual 200 314
i
Periodicals 944 785
EBSCO periodical database full text articles used N/A 48
Interlibrary loan 1,250 1,214









Reference questions [_ 1,987 1,992
Number of patron visits to the library 5,191 4,987
I II,., . . . H
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REPORT OF THE OLIVIA RODHAM MEMORIAL LIBRARY
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KBA Grant State of NH
Out of Town Library Card
Printer/Copies & Lost Books
Memorial Fund Transfers
Total Income
Total Expenses Greater Than Total Income for 201
Checking Account 1 2/31 /1
1
Petty Cash 12/31/11




















$29,992.00 $28,388.00 -$1 ,604.00




















REPORT OF THE OLIVIA RODHAM MEMORIAL LIBRARY
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT & PROPOSED BUDGET
Actual Actual Actual Budget Budget
Expense Category 2009 2010 2011 2011 2012
Library Director Wages $16,602 $16,683 $17,644 $17,680 $17,883
Library Aide (2 hrs per wk) 528 832 832 832
Payroll Taxes 1,270 1,311 1,356 1,416 1,540
Library Substitute 616 512 668 744 744
Books/Collection 2,995 2,973 2,843 3,000 3,000
Periodicals 797 798 795 800 800
Supplies 469 100 408 250 350
Telephone 386 391 366 425 375
Computer Internet Expense 935 798 570 550 575
Town of Nelson Website 600 600 600 600 600
Catalog Automation Project 540 1,063 1,095 2,836
Gates Grant 2010 Expenses 1,698 1,951 300 250
Gates Grant 2009 Expenses 310 211 300 250
Children's Programs 564 466 552 575 585
Tuition & Dues 155 210 140 175 175
Miscellaneous 98 45 51 100 100
Summer Forum Expense 271 175 150 100
Contingency 1,000 1,000
Transfer Basement Reserve 249 290 288
Gates Future Expenses 902 648
Total Expenses $28,607 $29,329 $28,388 $29,992 $31,995
Income Category
Town Funding Approved $20,600 $19,570 $20,600 $20,600 $20,600
Town Funding Used $20,388 $19,034 $20,600 $20,600 $20,600
Library Memorial Funds 1,600 1,950 $1,630 $4,431 $6,703
Gifts & Grants 7,427 7,179 4,770 4,733 4,488
Miscellaneous Income 194 268| 275 228 204
Total Income $29,609 $28,431 $27,275 $29,992 $31,995
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Report Of The Olivia Rodham Memorial Library's Treasurer
"It was the best of times. It was the worst of times." ~ Charles Dickens
During this time of economic challenges, your Library continues to experience high numbers of usage and
our hours have increased as well. Technology changes are being implemented to keep up with the needs
of our patrons. Once again, our request for town funding has remained the same as in 2008. This pattern
of increased expenditures without an increase in Town funding is unsustainable. As the economy
improves, the Library will need additional Town funding.
The card catalog automation project, ( or "Automation") continues into its next phase. The $2,836.00 in this
year's budget, an increase of $1 ,741 .00 will allow more hours to be devoted towards this project as well as
for the purchase of necessary supplies. Usage of down loadable books, e books, audio books and the
internet to research and reserve books will only increase into the future. We have applied for grant funding
of this automation project and are hopeful that it will be awarded. If not, the Trustees have decided to fund
the project from the Library's Memorial Funds. We anticipate the project's completion sometime in 2013.
In 2011 your Library received $2,346.00 from the Henry Melville Fuller Fund which is managed by The New
Hampshire Charitable Foundation. We have already been informed of a 6% decrease in these funds for
2012.
The Gates Grants monies continue to provide inks for one of the printer/copies. In addition, we hold some
of these funds in reserve for future upgrades and repairs for the PCs originally purchased with these funds.
Our supply costs were over budget this year, primarily due to the purchase of the new sandwich board sign
that you have seen outside the Library from time to time. Though reimbursed by the Friends of the Library,
it does show as a cost. Also, we had a paper donation in the past that threw off our estimate of supply
expenses.
Once again, the $1,000.00 in contingency funds was untouched. We spent $1,630.00 from our Library
Memorial Funds as opposed to the $4,431.00 that was in the budget this year to fund collection purchases
and technology expenses such as down loadable books.
We remain ever grateful to our many friends and benefactors who support your Library in so many ways.
Respectfully submitted,
Laurie Smith
Library Trustee & Treasurer
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MEMORIAL DAY CEREMONY REPORT
The 201 1 Memorial Day Ceremonial Parade was held on Sunday, May 29th , in Nelson Village to
honor our armed service men and women of the present and remember those of the past. The
Nelson community came together as our very own Nelson Town Band played patriotic music that
echoed across the hills as people gathered around the common.
Geraniums were placed at each war memorial as the parade marched around the common. The
parade proceeded to the Nelson Village Cemetery with the beat of the drum and the waving of
flags. All gathered in front of the monument in the center of the cemetery as our Scouts and young
people placed geraniums at the veterans' gravesites. Reverend Dawn Garrett-Larsen, minister of the
Nelson Congregational Church, offered words of remembrance for all members of our nation's
armed services past and present, especially those serving in conflicts around the world today.





REPORT OF THE OLD HOME WEEK COMMITTEE
The 133rd Nelson Old Home was celebrated on Saturday, August 13, 201
1
Highlights of Old Home Week activities included:
Old Home Sunday Worship Service at the Nelson Congregational Church
Monday Night Contra Dance
Apple Hill Music Center Evening Concert
Olivia Rodham Memorial Library: Special presentation "Reptiles on the Move"
Ham and Bean Supper held at the Nelson Congregational Church
Monadnock Music Concert
Old Home Week Committee: Capture the Flag @ Nelson Ball Fields
Mock Drive-In Movie
Friends of the Olivia Rodham Memorial Library Book Sale
Photo Display of past Old Home Days
Nelson Congregational Church Chicken BBQ
Nelson Folks Concert
Old Home Day began with:
Friends of the Library book sale, bike race, and the famous Nelson Frog Jumping contest.
Continuing with the many games on the common for all ages! They included: wheel barrel races,
sack races, egg toss, watermelon eating contest, three legged races and the famous tug of war!
The Nelson Town Band began playing at noon on the church lawn as everyone gathered to eat their
picnic lunches or Chicken BBQ. Ribbons were presented for winners of the morning games
followed by our guest speaker.
Wendy Hall was our guest speaker, bringing a message of awareness to both young and old. Wendy,
together with her husband, her son, and a small group of volunteers, runs the Adirondack Wildlife
Refuge and Rehabilitation Center in Wilmington, New York. Wendy brought with her a small group of
feathered friends, birds of prey that play key roles in the natural chain, and taught us how preserving
the wellbeing of these can be of benefit to our community.
Nelson Fire Department Water Ball Contest came next, followed by the Softball game at Eagle
Field. No experience necessary and no age limits in this ball game! The activities ended with an
evening of wonderfully talented local musicians at the Nelson Folks Concert.
The committee would like to thank ALL the people and organizations that donate their time and
energy to keep this very special Nelson tradition of Nelson Old Home Week alive and well!
Respectfully submitted,
Nelson Old Home Week Committee: Kathy Blaudschun, Maureen and Brian Lord, Julio Razquin,
Richard Pratt, Kathy Schillemat, Beth Williams, and Geoff Williams.
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State of New Hampshire
Granite Lake Village District
The annual meeting of the Granite Lake Village District was held April 23, 201 1 at 9:00 A.M. at the
Chapel -by-the-Lake in Munsonville NH.
John Halter, Moderator, began the meeting by mentioning that in addition to the 7 warrant articles,
there were 2 other items on the agenda. One was to update the progress of the meetings concerning
the cell phone tower on Melville Hill. Many who had attended the zoning board meetings in
Stoddard were opposed and seeking alternate sites, while AT & T was quite set on Melville Hill. The
second item was to dedicate the plaque at the dam, which was held after the official meeting.
Article 1. An auditor, John Halter, was elected to fulfill a new state requirement that municipalities
have an auditor.
Article 2. Bob Woods was re-elected commissioner for 3 years, John Halter for moderator 1 year;
Barbara Ropiecki, treasurer for 1 year, Sally Ripley for clerk for 1 year.
Artcle 3. The District voted to raise and appropriate $5,000. to add to the Capital Reserve Fund for
Dam Maintenance/repair/replacement est. Dec. 2008. Phil Hamilton explained that the dam would
need to be re-faced in about 5 years and may cost upwards of $50,000.
Article 4. The District voted to raise and appropriate $2500. for District expenses.
Article 5. The District voted to appropriate $2273. left from last year's surplus to add to the Capital
Reserve Fund for.. ..Dec. 2008. This money was money that had been held by the Granite Lake
Association from the early 1980's for the purpose of replacing or fixing the dam in the future before
the Village District was founded.
Article 6. The District voted to raise and appropriate $750. to purchase liability insurance for the
dam.
Article 7. The District voted to hold its next meeting April 21 ,2012 at 9:00 A.M. at the
Chapel-by-the-Lake.
The meeting was adjourned and all walked down to the dam for a dedication. Agnes Yocono and
Debbie Knight were present to see the plaque with their respective husbands' names revealed. Phil
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STATE OF NEW HAM PSHI RE
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the 9chool district in the Town of Nelson qualified to vote in
District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Nelson Town Hall in said District on the 13th
day of March, 2012, at 3:00 in the afternoon to bring in your votes for the election of
school district officers. The poll swill open not later than 3:00 p.m. and will remain open
for not I ess than five hours.
ARTICLE 1 : To choose all necessary school district officers:
One School Board Member for three-year term
Given under our hands at said Nelson, this 1
st
day of February, 2012.
NELSON SCHOOL BOARD





Nelson was recently selected as one of the three Blue Ribbon Schools in New
Hampshire. This award honors public and private elementary, middle and high
schools whose students achieve at very high levels or have made significant
progress and helped close gaps in achievement especially among disadvantaged
students. Each year since 1982, the U.S. Department of Education has sought
out schools where students attain and maintain high academic goals, including
those that beat the odds. Selection to the Blue Ribbon Schools Program honors
public and private schools based on the following criteria:
Schools whose students, regardless of backgrounds, are high performing.
These schools ranked among the state's highest performing schools as
measured by their performance on state assessments or in the case of
private schools that score at the highest performance level on tests
referenced by national norms in at least the most recent year tested.
Congratulations to the students and school community and thank you to staff
members, who have invested their knowledge, skills, and dedication in assisting
students in their learning each day.
Several changes on the national level will impact our Nelson students. One
significant change is the new Common Core Standards which were finalized and
released in June of 2010, and adopted by the New Hampshire Board of
Education in July 2010.
Forty-three states have adopted these common grade-level expectations, as the
movement to align nationwide what students are learning gains steam. The
Common Core is the precursor to the Nationwide Assessment likely to be
implemented by 2014.
Nelson students are doing very well at Keene Middle School and Keene High
School. The overall attendance rate at KHS is 95%; Nelson's overall attendance
rate is 95.7%.
Three Nelson seniors reported plans to attend post-secondary educational
institutions last spring. These schools included: Southern Virginia
University, SUNY Cobleskill and Keene State College.
At least one Nelson student participated in each of the following Keene
High School co-curricular activities: A Cappela Choir, Alpine Skiing, Band,
Boys Baseball JV, Boys Basketball JV, Boys Soccer, Boys Soccer JV,
Boys Soccer Varsity, Boys Track, Boys Volleyball JV, Dance Team,
Drama Club, Football, FFA, Girls Cross Country, Girls Track, Girls
Volleyball Varsity, Golf JV, Jazz Band, Momentum and Softball JV.
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The constructive working relationship between the school board and staff
promotes continuous school improvement. This is facilitated by good
communication between the staff and board and by board members' recognition
of, and positive interaction with, the staff. One example of this is the recent
school board/staff goal-setting retreat, which not only produced a focus around
which planning and allocation of resources occurs, but also fosters an ongoing
dynamic of cooperation and trust.
We invite you to visit Nelson School, attend a school-related activity, or
participate in a school board meeting; we encourage you to attend the Annual
District Meeting on Friday, March 9, 2012 at 7:00 p.m. Thank you for your




** FOR PRINTING PURPOSES ONLY. SUBJECT TO CHANGE PRIOR TO PINAL POSTING**
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE SCHOOL WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the school district in the Town of Nelson qualified to vote in District
affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Nelson Town Hall in said District on the 9th day of
March, 2012, at 7:00 p.m. to act upon the following articles:
ARTICLE 1 : To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees or officers chosen,
and pass any vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 2 : To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,716,558 for the support of schools, for the salaries for school district
officials and agents, and for the statutory obligations of the District, or to
take any other action in relation thereto.
ARTICLE 3 : To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate up to $25,000
from its unencumbered funds, if any, remaining on hand at the end of
fiscal year, June 30, 2012, to the Capital Reserve Fund established by
the voters of the District at the March, 1972, District Meeting for the
purpose of construction/ reconstruction of buildings and/or purchase of
equipment, and/ or the acquisition of land for school purposes, or to take
any other action in relation thereto. (The Nelson School Board
recommends favorable action on this warrant article.)
ARTICLE 4 : To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate up to $15,000
from its unencumbered funds, if any, remaining on hand at the end of
fiscal year, June 30, 2012, to the Special Education/Middle and High
School Tuition Fund established by the voters on March 5, 1999, for the
purpose of paying future year unanticipated special education/ and or
middle and high school tuitions, or to take any other action in relation
thereto. If there is an insufficient, undesignated fund balance as of June
30, 2012 to fund this appropriation and the appropriation in Article '3
(Capital Reserve Fund), Article 3 will be funded first, with any additional
surplus to be applied to this warrant article. (The Nelson School Board
recommends favorable action on this warrant article.)
ARTICLE 5 : To transact any other business that may legally come before this
meeting.
Given under our hands at said Nelson, this 1st day of February, 2012.
NELSON SCHOOL BOARD





The 2011-2012 academic school year began with a total of 25 students in kindergarten
through grade six. The school community welcomed two new students —Taelar's sister Morgan who is
enrolled in the kindergarten program as well as Claire O'Meara who joined the fifth grade class.
Claire, her Mom Brenna Walsh-Newel I and her stepdad Ryan Newell are new to the Nelson community.
New to the Nelson School staff are Emilia Whippie and Jennifer Kiernan. Emilia teaches in
the 5/6 classroom and grew up in the small town of Westmoreland. She is a graduate of Keene State
College and was hoping to teach in a small town where community is important. In January of 2012,
Emilia had students participate in Nelson School's very first Geography Bee. Her addition to the
Nelson staff was a perfect fit. Jennifer Kiernan is our special education teacher. She came to us
with experience from Franklin School and has done a wonderful job in supporting our inclusion efforts.
Cindy Benner continues to teach in the 1/2 classroom, and Kristin Roach (formerly Kristin Mullins)
teaches in the 3/4 classroom. Vicki Dowley, our inclusion tutor, supports students in all classrooms
under the guidance of Jennifer Kiernan. Due to continued Title I funding, we are once again fortunate
to be able to offer a Title I position. This position is held by Martha Silk, our most seasoned educator,
who delivers supplemental services to students in grades K-6 in both reading and math.
Our specialists remain an integral part of Nelson School and bring the arts and wellness alive.
This year the Nelson School Board made the decision to offer a Spanish program instead of a French
program. Hannah Trombley was chosen for this position due to her love of the language and her ability
to bring the Spanish language to life. This has been ar\ easy, positive change for our students as they
are able to find the connections between Spanish and English easily. Rebecca White, our new art
teacher, creatively and genuinely engages students in the history of art and the techniques of artists
before student projects begin which helps ensure students understand and appreciate the art they
view and the art they create. Dan Durand, our physical education teacher, enriches the physical
education program with rock climbing, snowshoeing, and skating. His program also offers an open
physical education period where students of all ages are engaged in physical activity while interacting
in multi-grade configurations. Our music teacher, Jennifer Hed, has brought the spirit and love of
music alive in her carefully chosen selection of songs and dance. After a year's leave of absence,
Becky Kohler, our guidance counselor, returned to us. In addition to mindfulness groups, Becky has
also become the facilitator of student lunch groups where student concerns are discussed. Karen
Nickerson, our school nurse, works her magic quietly and gently as she moves students along in their
understanding of health and nutrition by introducing them to healthy food choices. This year lunch
conversations revolve around "what is on your plate" as students identify the food groups that need to
be present during each meal to remain healthy. Karen's depth of medical knowledge is a continued
comfort and asset to parents and her alliance with the medical field is invaluable as we strive to
continually update our policies. Nelson School students continue to enjoy a variety of fresh fruits and
vegetables provided to them each afternoon through the federally funded Fresh Fruits and Vegetable
program. Kim Keating, Nelson School's secretary is the friendly voice that greets parents, community
members, and others when they call Nelson School. Kim is not only the secretary but also the woman
who serves lunch and picks up all of the odds and end jobs that make a school function efficiently and
effectively. And our school is kept clean by Rachel Lakin, who continues to find creative ways to
encourage students and staff members to remember their responsibility in "picking up after
themselves".
The annual School Board Retreat was held at the new SAU office on Maple Avenue in Keene in late
October of 2011. Wayne Woolridge, Kelly French, Allison Aldrich, Kristin Roach, Emilia Whippie, Cindy
Benner, and Jennifer Kiernan were present. Kelly French, the Chairman of the Nelson School Board,
expressed her thankfulness for the group's ability to come together to set goals and shared that one
of the School Board's goals is to support the staff and involve the community. After a rich discussion
with input from all members of the retreat, the group agreed that academics and community
involvement would be the two goals for the 2011-2012 academic school year.
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In this age of teacher accountability and the expectation that students will meet prescribed
benchmarks to demonstrate competency and proficiency, we continually monitor and assess student
progress through the use of NECAP data, NWEA scores and DIBELS. The information that we glean
from these various results, drives our instruction in our work with students.
REAP funds were used to replace non-functional classroom laptop computers and a typing program
was purchased for the students in the 5/6 classroom. AREA money was used to hire Frank Sgmbati, a
disabilities consultant from the University of New Hampshire, to guide us in becoming a more inclusive
school for student with disabilities so all students can access the general curriculum and learn
alongside their peers. Frank spends one day a month at Nelson School observing in classrooms,
conferring with teachers, and making recommendations on simple ways of how to be more inclusive in
our practice. Number Worlds, a complementary program to Every Day Mathematics, was purchased to
help teachers provide grade level appropriate modifications for students who need extra assistance.
REAP money was used to contract for a second year with Main Street Academix in our quest to
continually improve school culture and provide students with a safe environment in which to learn. The
Student Leadership Team initiative this year is to make the bus a safer place for all students.
Our affiliation with the Harris Center is an integral part of our science curriculum. The Harris
Center for Conservation Education is dedicated to promoting understanding and respect for our
natural environment through education of all ages, direct protection and exemplary stewardship of the
region's natural resources and programs that encourage active participation in the great outdoors.
This year students in grades K/l/2 studied organisms (worms) and composting, students in the 3/4
classroom studied birds, and the students in the 5/6 class turned their attention to ecology.
Community service work is a fundamental part of the tapestry of Nelson School. It is our goal to
generate student involvement locally, regionally, and globally that impacts the lives of people in the
world. Locally, we shared with the town offices, flowers that were cultivated in our raised beds,
planted daffodil bulbs on the school grounds that were given to us by town members, painted
mailboxes to hold guides for the trails that were developed in Nelson, and participated in Peace Day
by decorating peace rocks which was recognized and featured in an article in the Keene Sentinel.
Globally, Nelson School students once again raised money for UNICEF.
Each year the school and community work to create bonds with one another beyond the walls of
the school. This year our partnership with Apple Hill continues as we enter into the second year of
our Strings Program. Last year in June, the girls performed at Apple Hill and received a standing
ovation. Sincere thanks to Val Van Meir, Lenny Matczynski, and Sarah Kim for their vision,
determination, and willingness to create such an exceptional program for the students of Nelson
School. Our holiday sing-a-long continues to grow and 20 members of our community joined us in
singing festive, holiday songs. Deepening our ties with the community, 25 Nelson residents
volunteered to become book pals to Nelson students. This year's chosen book is Anne of Green Gables .
Each adult and child team are reading the same edition of the book and conversing with one another
about the book through written correspondence. On February 9 th , everyone will gather together and
celebrate. This year the Nelson teaching staff continues to hold in high esteem the importance of
community service as well as community involvement in the schools. Candyce Fulford shared her
technology skills by volunteering her time to update the school's website. It is sophisticated,
magnificent, and showcases the strengths of Nelson School. When you have the opportunity, please
visit our new site at www.nelson.kl2.nh.us/ and let us know what you think. In addition to our new
website, both Gordon Peery and Elizabeth Williams include school news when appropriate on the town
website as well as the Grapevine. Our pancake breakfasts, which started out as a simple fundraising
activity for each class's sixth grade trip, has become a community event enjoyed and beloved by all
who attend.
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A school is only as strong as its community support, staff commitment, and volunteers. A heart-
felt "thank you" to Joy Birdsey, Kerry Carlisle, Candyce Fulford, Becky Hull, Anna Philbrick, A\ Stoops,
Jessica Walker, Cindy Benner, Kristin Roach, and Emilia Whippie, for recognizing the need and
importance of a vital parent teacher organization and working collaboratively to brainstorm and
organize the Nelson Auction. Once again, the students will have a voice in helping determine the
school's needs. This year the money raised will be ear-marked for our greenhouse as well as a "play
house" that students have requested.
The PTO continues to play a vital role in the tapestry of Nelson School. Due to their generosity,
Monadnock Music's widely acclaimed, innovative outreach program "Lend an Ear" is enjoyed by all
Nelson School students. This program enriches the curriculum by exposing students to a variety of
musical instruments played by top-level professionals. With funds from the PTO, students also
traveled to the Colonial Theatre in Keene to watch Knuff le Bunny and Dr. Kaboom . This year the PTO
enriched Nelson School students through their participation in "Eyes on Owls" which introduced
students to six live New England owls (from small to large). The students learned how to attract and
protect owls in their natural habitat. Our ongoing partnership with Kris Finnegan and the Olivia
Rodham Library provides students with an opportunity to develop library skills and work on in depth
research project. Susan Hansel continues to volunteer at our school library two days a week.
As we look ahead to the next academic year, we will be developing blizzard bags so that on "snow
days" in Nelson, students will have an opportunity to complete school work at home either via the
computer or through a teacher created bag. This project will be unveiled at September of 2012's
Open House in each classroom. We are excited about this project and know you will be too.
Nelson School remains a great place to teach and learn because of the staff, specialists,
community members, school board members, parents, administration and support staff from SAU 29,
and all others who have helped create this wonderful community of learners. Together we really make
a difference for the children of Nelson. Once again, thank you for your support of the 2011-2012
school budget. This year your support provided Nelson School students with a week-long Children's
Stage Adventures residency as well as an ecology experience at Ferry Beach, Maine, for the students
in the 5/6 classroom.
If you are not able to visit us at Nelson School, you can learn about us at www.nelson.kl2.nh.us .
We are now also linked with the town website at www.townofnelson.com. We hope you find these sites





REPORT OF THE NELSON SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011
CASH ON HAND July 1, 2010 ($56,109.18)
FISCAL YEAR RECEIPTS
Appropriations Received from Selectmen $1 ,437,939.00
Current Appropriation




Balance of Previous Appropriations
Advance on Next Year's Appropriation
Revenue from State/Federal Sources $290,331 .08
Received from Tuitions $14,436.45
Received Income from Trusts
Received from Sale of Notes and Bonds
Received from Capital Reserve Funds $67,352.92
Received from All Other Sources $1 6,091 .93
TOTAL RECEIPTS $1,866,151.38.
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR THE FISCAL YEAR $1 ,81 0,042.20
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID $1 ,767,148.25







RECEIVED FROM OTHER SOURCES
DATE FROM SOURCE AMOUNT
Jun KSD Refund $9,203.40
Jul-Jun • - 10-11 Fairpoint Communications Contracted Services $5,260.95
Mar '11 LGC Refund $375.75
Jul-Jun •-'10-'11 SAU29 Medicare Plan D $831.83
Jul-Jun -09-10 Granite Bank Interest-General $0.51
Jul-Jun •-09-10 Granite Bank Interest/Sweeps $339.85
Jul-Jun -09-10 State of NH MBNA Interest/PDIP $79.64
TOTAL ALL OTHER $1 6,091 .93
$16,091.93
68
OFFICERS, AGENTS AND EMPLOYEES OF
THE NELSON SCHOOL DISTRICT
Kelly M. French, Chair Term Expires 2013
Michael L. Cornog Term Expires 2012
Allison Aldrich Term Expires 2014
N.H. SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 29 ADMINISTRATION
Wayne Woolridge Co-Superintendent of Schools
William B. Gurney Co-Superintendent of Schools
John R. Harper Business Administrator
Timothy L. Ruehr Business Administrator-Towns
Paul R. Cooper Director of Human Resources
Catherine Woods Director of Special Education
Meredith Cargill Director of Curriculum & Assessment




Becky Kohler Guidance Counselor
Cynthia Benner Grades R-1-2
Kristin Mullins Grades 3-4
Emilia Whippie Grades 5-6
Jennifer Hed Music
Dan Durand Physical Education
Jennifer Kiernan Special Education
Lois Sellers Speech/Language Therapist
Hannah Trombley Spanish
Karen Nickerson Nurse
Vicki Dowley Inclusion Tutor
Rachel Lakin Custodian














The Mission of Nelson School is
to instill strength of spirit
and ignite a love of learning.
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Nelson School District
2012-2013 Revenue Projection / Tax Impact
Current Appropriation
Unreserved Fund Balance
Reserved for Special Purposes
Interest NOW
Other Local
Transfer From Capital Reserve
Local Property Tax
State Property Tax





AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY PROPERTY TAXES 1,408,084
Additional Warrant Articles:
Capital Reserve Fund Transfer, Bldg. (Article #3 )
Expendable Trust Fund Transfer, Tuition(Article #4 )
TOTAL AMOUNT TO BE RAISED (including all Warrant Articles)

















































School tax rate change:
Impact on house assessed for $100,000:








































School Board's Proposed 2012-13 Budget - Summary
A. TOTAL NELSON SCHOOL
Actual Budget Budget $ % % Total
2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 Change Change Budget
739,034 775,802 720,903 -54,899 -7.1% 42.0% 34
B. TRANSFERS AND CAPITAL NEEDS 7,896 113,775 83,966 -29,809 -26.2% 4.9% 35
C. TOTAL MIDDLE SCHOOL-HIGH SCHOOL















E. DEFICIT APPROPRIATION 20,000
TOTAL 1,699,011 1,802,290 1,716,558 -85,732 -4.8% 100.0%
Per pupil elementary school costs 2010-11 2009-10 2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06
Nelson 27,487 21,797 18,169 14,523 12,349 10,803
Harrisville 25,053 27,387 21,317 17,509 15,793 18,046
Marlow 18,298 18,636 17,565 19,859 15,878 13,291
Keene (ele.) 16,476 15,461 15,134 15,320
Marlborough 14,932 14,648 15,075 13,655 11,956 11,366
Chesterfield 14,623 13,550 12,405 12,114 10,924 11,131
Westmoreland 12,111 11,640 11,860 11,027 9,874 11,209
Nelson School Enrollment
projected
2012-13 2011-12 2010-11 2009-10 2008-09 2007-08
38
Kindergarten 5 . 1 1 5 2
Grade 1 1 1 5 3 2 6
Grade 2 3 5 3 3 5 8
Grade 3 3 3 2 5 6 6
Grade 4 3 2 6 7 6 5
Grade 5 1 6 7 5 7 10
Grade 6 7 7 3 5 8 7



















School Board's Proposed 2012-13 Budget - Summary























Instructional benefits 83,178 95,319 96,076 757
Contracted Services (mdudeS PE& music) 25,323 25,696 26,275 579
Out-of-District Tuit 71,887 64,027 39,172 -24,855
Repair equipment 645 754 695 "^59
Mileage 435 500 350 -150
Tuition- Pre School 5,555 14,100 12,750 -1,350
Supplies 7,745 7,836 8,055 219
Print Media (texts & periodicals) 3,293 2,085 2,110 25
Software 291 100 401 301
Equipment & furniture 3,366 2,628 1,900 -728
Environmental Camp 3,180 -3,180
-98























Attendance 50 50 50 50
Guidance 7,740 12,522 10,308 -2,214
Health 6,972 8,072 7,894 -178
Psychological 11,120 11,650 11,800 150
Speech 16,192 15,150 11,940 -3,210
-50
















Course reimbursement 2,080 1,780 -300
Management Development 600 600
Staff development 4,309 4,500 4,500
Mileage 542 300 550 250
Professional print media 451 600 600
6,439 10,891 10,895 4
(Note ) Classroom teacher salaries 214,583 221,895 215,023 -6,872
Tutoring/Aides 18,078 18,177 18,836 659
Reading Specialist 300 300




























Library & media supplies 144 140 150 10 87
Library print media 348 350 350 88
Library equipment / furniture 89
Media Software 2,690 2,200 -490 90
492 3,180 2,700 -480 15.1% 0.2% 91
SCHOOL BOARD/DISTRICT OFFICERS
Salaries & benefits 3,220 3,417 3,387 -30
School board association
Audit & Legal Services 5,250 5,900 5,650 -250











10,245 10,817 10,537 -280
Principal Salary 32,178 32,550 33,108 558
Secretary's salary 24,481 24,406 25,256 850
Benefits 26,535 28,807 28,945 138
Equipment maintenance(copier) 2,424 2,424 2,424
Phone, internet, postage, supplies 9,044 11,395 10,875 -520
395 387 766 379
700 125 125
95,758 100,094 101,499 1,405
Salaries 5,172 10,022 10,194 172
Benefits 480 932 974 42
Services/Repairs 17,638 20,775 20,800 25
Capital Projects 36,764 6,025 1,700 -4,325
Insurance 1,253 1,800 1,600 -200
Supplies 1,359 1,800 1,800
Building Materials 480 1,200 800 -400
Electricity 7,920 9,000 8,500 -500


















Field trips 580 1,913 900 -1,013
62,424 76,307 62,778 -13,529 -17.7% 3.7%

































Actual Budget Budget $ % % Total
2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 Change Change Budget
B. TRANSFERS AND CAPITAL NEEDS
FUND TRANSFERS
Transfer to federal projects
Transfer to capital reserve 15,000 -15,000
Transfer to tuition trust fund 15,000 -15,000
Transfer to Food Services 7,896 8,775 8,966 191
75,000 75,000















C. KEENE MIDDLE SCHOOL (KMS) - KEENE HIGH SCHOOL (KHS) (Grades 7-8, 9-12)
INSTRUCTION
TRANSPORTATION
TOTAL MIDDLE SCHOOL - HIGH SCHOOL
Tuition KMS Regular 86,362 51,916 114,093 62,177
Tuition KMS Special Ed. 123,280 85,215 63,558 -21,657
Tuition KHS Regular 295,281 308,616 278,256 -30,360
Tuition KHS Special Ed. 176,176 192,222 202,464 10,242
Tuition Out-of-District 154,015 134,200 132,000 -2,200
SPED Tutoring, Counseling
835,113 772,169 790,371 18,202 +2.4%
General Transportation 25,706 26,482 27,012 530
Feeder routes 21,036 22,712 23,166 454

























TOTAL SAU #29 ADMINISTRATION 69,117 70,100 71,140 1,040 +1.5% 4.1% 143
E. DEFICIT APPROPRIATION 20,000 144




MS and HS Keene Tuition Detail
KMS KMS KHS KHS total
Regular Sp. Ed. Regular Sp Ed.
2011-2012 Rate $ 12,979 28,405 11,022 21,358
2012-2013 Rate $ 12,677 31,779 11,594 22,496
$ Rate Change -302 3,374 572 1,138
% Rate Change -2.3% 11.9% 5.2% 5.3%
201 1-2012 # of Students 4.0 3.0 28.0 9.0 44.0
2012-2013 # of Students 9.0 2.0 24.0 9.0 44.0
Change in # of Students 5.0 -1.0 -4.0 0.0 0.0
2011-12 Tuition Budget 51,916 85,215 308,616 192,222 637,969
2012-13 Tuition Budget 114,093 63,558 278,256 202,464 658,371
% Budget Change 119.8% -25.4% -9.8% 5.3% 3.2%















Amount of Change by Major Budget Areas
MAJOR BUDGET AREAS 2011-12 2012-13 $ INCREASE % INCREASE
Elementary Instruction 303,811 293,157 -10,654 -3.5%
Ele Out of District Tuition 64,027 39,172 -24,855 -38.8%
Benefits (For Instuctors) 95,319 96,076 757 +0.8%
Middle & High School Tuition 637,969 658,371 20,402 +3.2%
Out of District Tuition 134,200 132,000 -2,200 +0.0%
Student Support Services 55,607 52,236 -3,371 -6.1%
Staff Development Services 10,891 10,895 4 +0.0%
School Administration 100,094 101,499 1,405 +1.4%
School Board Services & SAU #29 80,917 81,677 760 +0.9%
Pupil Transportation 126,751 112,956 -13,795 -10.9%
Building & Transfers (Deficit) 192,704 138,519 -54,185 -28.1%
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION REQUIRED PER RSA 32:11 -a
DETAIL OF ACTUAL EXPENDITURES




State Equity Aid for Special Ed.



































This school district receives federal financial assistance. In order to continue
receiving such federal financial assistance, this school district will not discriminate in
their educational programs, activities or employment practices on the basis of race,
language, sex, age, or handicapping condition, under the provisions of Title IX of the
1972 Educational Amendments; Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
Complaints regarding compliance with Title IX regulations should be submitted in
writing to the Title IX liaison for School Administrative Unit 29, the Director of Human
Resources, 193 Maple Avenue, Keene, New Hampshire.
Complaints regarding compliance with Rehabilitation Act of 1973 - Section 504





NELSON BUDGET DISTRIBUTION BY MAJOR AREAS
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The Agricultural Commission meets the first Wednesday of the month
(603) 847-0047
Officers:
David Voymas, Chair 2012





Tiger Batchelder, Alternate 2013
Bob Jones, Alternate 2013
Scott Holland, Alternate 2014
TOWN GOVERNMENT SCHEDULE
Old Brick School House
Selectmen (603) 847-0047 Meeting - Tuesday, 7 PM
Selectmen's Administrative Assistant
Edie Drinkwater, Admin. Assistant
(603) 847-0047
Town Office Hours
Tuesday & Thursday, 9 AM to 12 Noon
Tuesday Evenings, 5 to 8 PM
To be scheduled for the Selectmen's Agenda, Contact the Administrative Assistant
Town Clerk/Tax Collector
Teri Upton, TC/TC - Edith Notman, Deputy
(603) 847-9043
Tuesday & Thursday, 9 AM to 12 Noon
Tuesday Evenings, 5 to 8 PM
Zoning Board of Adjustment
The ZBA meets the first Wednesday of the month Only as needed
Planning Board
The Planning Board meets the second Thursday of the month.
(603) 847-0047
To be put on the Planning Board or Zoning Board Agendas, contact the Town Office
School Board: Second Wednesday, 4 PM, Nelson School
Conservation Commission: Third Tuesday, 7 PM, Olivia Rodham Library
Olivia Rodham Memorial Library (603) 847-3214
Library Hours: Monday & Saturday 10::00 AM - 1:00 PM
Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday 3:00 PM - 7:00 PM
The Library Trustees meet on the Third Wednesday of each month at 7:30 PM in the Library
Police, Fire and Ambulance, Please call 911
Rabies Clinic
To be Scheduled
Memorial Day Ceremony - May 28, 2012 at 11:30 AM
Old Home Week - Sunday, August 5, through Saturday August 11, 2012

